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PLAN SUMMARY
Sky Mountain Park is managed for natural resource
protection, recreation, agricultural heritage and scenic
value. The 2021 Management Plan update for Sky
Mountain Park (the Park) is a continuation of the 2012
management plan. The actions identified in this plan
seek to enhance the area's ecological integrity and
address recreation pressures. Many of the attributes
that make the Park such an important place to protect
are also what make it a popular place to recreate.
It is the intent of this management plan to promote
the long-term resilience of the natural ecosystem
through careful planning, ecological assessments,
habitat restoration and/or enhancement, and
adaptive management.
Trail-based recreation is a significant use and
new management strategies focus on ensuring all
users feel safe and welcome, and understand the
appropriate trail etiquette. Proposed improvements
continue to uphold the established mitigation
strategies such as seasonal closures and dog
restrictions, and seek to ensure that impacts to
biodiversity are minimized.
Adaptive management is an iterative process
that sets management actions and monitors
and evaluates results to inform adjustments to
implementation and respond dynamically to
changing recreation and ecological management
needs, changing climate and community values.

PARTNERS AND ROLES
Sky Mountain Park is a collection of open space
parcels owned by Pitkin County Open Space and
Trails (OST), the Town of Snowmass Village (TOSV)
and the City of Aspen Parks and Recreation (COA).
Pitkin County OST coordinates across jurisdictional
boundaries to manage the area cohesively.

PARK CONDITIONS
Sky Mountain Park is a large enough, semi-contiguous
area to provide effective habitat for many wildlife
species, from pollinators to large mammals, and
to maintain intact native plant communities. The
area includes several ridges, valleys and basins, and
supports a diversity of habitat types. The Park serves
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as an ecological refuge for plants and animals, as well
as an important movement corridor for wildlife.
Natural resource studies conducted since the
2012 plan show that current recreational use is
not negatively impacting natural resources within
the Park. Seasonal recreational use is restricted to
strategically located trails, and while the intensity
of use has increased, this has not led to an increase
in the areal extent of impact on natural resources,
and violations to seasonal closures remain minimal.
The natural resource action items represent a
continuation of current stewardship efforts, with
a focus on actions that promote biodiversity and
ecosystem resilience.
Recreational use of Sky Mountain Park reached its
highest levels in 2020, a year of unprecedented
outdoor recreation fueled by the Covid-19 pandemic,
with just over 79,000 passersby tallied on trail
counters. It is yet to be seen if this dramatic growth in
trail use will continue into the future.
According to feedback from an online survey, which
is consistent with camera data, the most frequent
way users experience the Park is mountain biking.
Interestingly, more than half of all users also report
that they bike or walk to access the Park instead of
driving, which underscores the Park as an accessible
recreation destination.
While Sky Mountain Park has a high rate of
compliance with the regulations that guide public
use, increased use has led to requests from the
community for additional safety and recreation
management actions. Many of the education and
outreach action items represent a continuation of
current safety and education efforts, with a focus
on actions that promote trail user etiquette and
broadening the outreach efforts and programming to
a larger cross-section of the community.
Community feedback supported maintaining a
limited number of events at Sky Mountain Park, which
is consistent with the current management approach.
Updated policies for commercial and special uses
represent a continuation of limited events on Pitkin
County's properties with clarification provided on the
number of events permitted annually and participant
caps.

PUBLIC OUTREACH HIGHLIGHTS
OST developed an initial online survey, advertised from May 15 to
June 15, 2021, to understand general patterns of use at the Park, what
attributes are most valued, and what community members believe is
working well or in need of change. A total of 665 participant responses
were collected.
Survey respondents rate a typical visit to the Park with 4.5 stars. Beauty
and protection of scenic views and protection of wildlife habitat were
two of the most important attributes respondents felt that the Park
provides. Trail safety and user conflicts were also identified as important;
however, in the Park's current condition, many respondents felt this
attribute fell short of their expectations.
The major themes pulled from the survey include:

1. Designate Directional Trails to increase safety.
2. Address User Conflicts and safety.
3. Enhance Connectivity of trails system including interior loop trails

and ties to greater area trails system.
4. Educate users on trail etiquette and enforce rules.
5. Support Skills Progression for all ages and abilities from beginner to
advanced.

HOW TO USE THIS PLAN
This document tracks the acquisition history leading to the Park today
and describes the numerous accomplishments since the 2012 plan in
Section 1. Appendix B provides greater detail on the progress of the
2012 management actions. An update on the Park's current condition,
complete with references to relevant studies, is found in Section 2. In
Section 3, feedback from the community is summarized. Appendix C and
D contains the full engagement results.
Management Actions described in Section 4 emerged as a product
of background research, assessment of the current park conditions
and stakeholder input. This plan is a near- to mid-range planning tool
to budget for management actions to preserve this place for future
generations of people and wildlife. Section 5 provides an easy-to-use
matrix to measure progress in the years ahead.

QUICK FACTS
Total Open Space Acreage:
2401.7 acres
Trail Miles: 28
88% of Park trails are closed
seasonally from December
1 through May 15 for
protection of wintering
wildlife and many trails are
closed to dogs.
Access and Parking: Trail
access is via parking at
Buttermilk, Brush Creek Parkand-Ride lot and Snowmass
Village Recreation Center.
Years of acquisition: 19912019
Funding Partners: Pitkin
County Open Space and Trails
(OST), Town of Snowmass
Village (TOSV), City of
Aspen (COA), Aspen Valley
Land Trust, Great Outdoors
Colorado (GOCO)
Open Space Values: Wildlife
habitat, scenic views and
recreational trails spread
over a conglomeration
of open space holdings
centered in the Brush Creek
Valley.
For a complete list of Park
Rules, including regulations,
special-use and commercial
use policies, see page 50.
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SKY MOUNTAIN PARK MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
Management actions will directly inform OST work plans over time and provide ways of communicating
achievements at Sky Mountain Park to the public, the Open Space and Trails Board and the Board of County
Commissioners. Management actions were developed based on background research, assessment of the
current conditions, progress made following adoption of the 2012 plan and community/stakeholder input.
Management actions are detailed in Section 4 of the 2021 Management Plan and the timing, partners and
anticipated implementation costs are found in Section 5.

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
Passively maintain geomorphological integrity of Brush Creek in conjunction

NR.1 with beaver activity.

NR.2 Restore old ponds to riparian habitat.
NR.3 Improve "at-risk" riparian and aquatic resources.
Explore opportunities to increase or establish a buffer between trails and

NR.4 sensitive aquatic resources.
NR.5 Enhance old pasturelands with native sagebrush plant communities.

Continue mechanical treatment of mature Gambel oak to improve wildlife

NR.6 habitat.

Assess forest health across the Park and local landscape to identify priorities

NR.7 for future forest-health improvement projects.
NR.8 Control noxious weeds as required by the State of Colorado.

Key Updates
Natural Resource Management
Actions continue efforts to
protect and enhance wildlife
habitat and ecological
resilience, and build on
accomplishments since 2012.
Action 1.7 begins to look at
the Park's forest habitat types
in the context of a larger,
systemwide forest health
assessment.

Continue the elk hunting program/lottery at Sky Mountain Park with a

NR.9 modification to allow hunting from trails.

RECREATION MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
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R.1

Construct an additional route as close as possible to existing trails and roads to
separate uphill from downhill mountain bike traffic on Airline Trail.

R.2

Install airport observation area and interpretive display.

R.3

Formally designate Deadline Trail as a downhill-only mountain bike trail (no
hiking) and install signage/update OST maps.

R.4

Implement Park closure from dusk to dawn.

R.5

Review best management practices and use patterns from recreation providers
and land managers addressing user conflicts through separated-use trails,
directional trails, alternating-use days, and other strategies.

R.6

Install seating area made of natural materials at the top of Viewline Trail.

R.7

Implement a policy to mandate use of certified weed-free hay on equestrian
trails.

R.8

Monitor the potential to provide a lower singletrack connection between
Ditchline Trail and Cozyline Trail.

R.9

Acknowledge SMP in the context of greater, regional trail connectivity and work
with partners on future trail improvements.
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Key Updates
Following significant
investments in the trail
network over the last 10 years,
Recreation Management
Actions seek to address user
conflicts and safety concerns.
Actions 2.1 directs
construction of an additional,
directional trail.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
EO.1 Implement a trail safety and etiquette campaign.
EO.2

Provide interpretive signage to communicate restoration and habitat
improvement projects.
Increase joint coordination of OST notifications via text messages and emails

EO.3 related to events.
EO.4

Coordinate public education opportunities such as birding hikes and other
natural resource tours with RFC, ACES or similar groups.
Encourage use of the Park among under-represented user groups and members

EO.5 of the community.

Key Updates
Education and Outreach
Management Actions increase
OST trail safety efforts.
Action 3.5 supports outreach
campaigns and public tours to
increase diversity/inclusivity.

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
Cozy Point South will continue to be managed by the City of Aspen's Cozy Point

AG.1 Ranch lessee. Responsibilities include irrigation, crop production (currently hay)
and noxious weed control.

MONITORING AND STEWARDSHIP ACTIONS
MS.1

Continue to support Aspen Global Change Institute (AGCI) monitoring stations.

MS.2 Explore water-quality testing data and needs along Brush Creek.
Monitor aspen forest health and consider options to promote regeneration in

MS.3 declining aspen stands as needed.
MS.4 Project-specific monitoring, pre- and post- intervention.

Maintain and improve collaboration with area natural resource managers and

MS.5 private landowners.

Implement routine resource monitoring for wildlife, vegetation, riparian and

MS.6 wetland resources.
MS.7 Continue to monitor recreational use.

Key Updates
Many Monitoring and
Stewardship Management
Actions are continued from the
2012 plan.
Action 5.6 incorporates
OST data protocols
for methodology and
recommended monitoring
intervals.

MAINTENANCE ACTIONS
M.1

Bi-annual maintenance of all singletrack trails including, but not limited to: corridor trimming, sightline improvements,
drainage improvements, signage replacement/updates and other miscellaneous trail-related needs.

M.2

Provide necessary maintenance to the existing, overgrown equestrian and hiking loop trail on Upper North Mesa.

M.3

Remove old pump infrastructure and electric when no longer needed, and remove old, broken sprinkler heads from
pasture.

M.4

Annual maintenance of all paved trails including, but not limited to: mowing of trail edges, sweeping, crack-sealing,
volcano removal, signage replacement/updates and other miscellaneous trail-related needs.

M.5

Bi-annual maintenance of soft-surface trail (shoulder of Brush Creek Trail and pasture section of Cozyline Trail) including,
but not limited to: grading, compacting and adding more crusher fine material on an as-needed basis.

M.6

Provide necessary maintenance of all open space signage in and around the Park. Any new signage will follow the 2014
Pitkin County OST Signage Design Guidelines.
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Map 1. Sky Mountain Park today
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PITKIN COUNT Y OPEN SPACE AND TRAILS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Board of Trustees is to
acquire, preserve, maintain and manage open space properties for multiple
purposes including, but not limited to, recreational, wildlife, agricultural,
scenic and access purposes; and to acquire, preserve, develop, maintain and
manage trails for similar purposes.
The Pitkin County Home Rule Charter provision authorizing the Open Space
and Trails Program defines open space and trails as follows:
“Open Space” shall be defined as primarily undeveloped lands and waters
which meet one or more of the following criteria: Within public scenic view
planes; bounding or within urbanized areas; incorporating or protecting
significant wildlife habitat; preserving historic agricultural and ranching
activities; protecting riparian or wetlands areas; protecting other public
lands from the impacts of development, and preserving cultural, historic,
and archaeological resources lying within properties which are otherwise
acquired for their customary Open Space characteristics.
“Trails” shall be defined as access ways, either separate from or within
County and State Road rights-of-way, meeting one or more of the following
criteria: preserving historic routes of ingress and egress to public lands and
waterways; providing access to and from recreational or urban destinations;
providing transportation or recreational opportunities throughout the
Roaring Fork Watershed.
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PITKIN COUNT Y HOME RULE CHARTER
AND 2011 PITKIN COUNT Y STRATEGIC PLAN
The Pitkin County Strategic
Plan identifies three core Focus
Areas: “Flourishing Natural
and Built Environment,” “Livable
and Supportive Community” and
“Prosperous Economy.” The goal is
for the three Focus Areas to work
together to achieve the county’s
vision and mission.

The Sky Mountain Park
Management Plan fits with
the Strategic Plan in various
aspects:

FLOURISHING NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Success Factor 1: Conserved natural resources and environment
Sky Mountain Park is the largest open space property that conserves and seeks to restore important natural
resources and wildlife habitat between Snowmass Village and Aspen.
Success Factor 2: Responsibly maintained and enhanced county assets
This plan update builds upon actions identified following the property's acquisition, focusing on stewardship
and maintenance, as well as safety improvements.

LIVABLE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
Success Factor 4: Access to recreation, education, arts and culture
Actions support continued access to trails and new educational partnerships to support and expand access to
SMP to a larger cross-section of the community.

PROSPEROUS ECONOMY

Success Factor 4: Responsible and accountable stewardship of County assets.
OST strives to maintain and enhance the health, function and resiliency of the natural resources and
ecosystems of Sky Mountain Park
Sky Mountain Park Management Plan | ix

STUDIES AND REPORTS
Vegetation and Wildlife Monitoring Report Update (2020)
Sky Mountain Park Management Plan (2012)
Ecological Integrity Assessment - Brush Creek Riparian Habitat
(2018)
Lower Brush Creek Geomorphological Assessment (2017)
Sky Mountain Park Annual Wildlife Monitoring Report (2017)
Biological and Historical Resource Surveys (2016)
Sky Mountain Park Vegetation Assessment (2015)
Brush Creek Stream Health Survey (2014)
Silverleaf Milkvetch Plant Surveys (2012)
Biological and Historical Resource Surveys (2011)
Airport Ranch Vegetation - Ecological Resources (2005)
Airport Ranch Open Space Plant Communities (2004)
Seven Star Open Space Vegetation (2003)

x
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FOREWORD
A decade ago, the heart of Sky Mountain Park
made its public debut. The prominent ridgeline
between the Brush Creek and Owl Creek
valleys – a place that had, for generations, been
accessible only to a lucky few – opened to the
general populace with great fanfare. Visitors
on foot, bike and horse made the journey to
the ridge to experience the spectacular vistas
that inspired the Park’s name.
The rest, as they say, is history, but it is a history
that is still being written.
After the acquisition of the ridgeline from the
Droste family at the close of 2010, the 2012
Sky Mountain Park Management Plan plan
was created collaboratively with staff from all
three jurisdictions (Pitkin County, Aspen and
Snowmass Village), the public, Colorado Parks
and Wildlife, and ecological consultants. The
2012 Sky Mountain Park Management Plan,
which followed on the heels of an interim
plan in 2011, established goals for wildlife
protection, habitat improvement and trail
development.
Now, with many of those initial management
actions completed or underway, and with a
decade’s worth of knowledge about use of
the park by humans and its wild inhabitants,
this updated management plan once again
draws upon the input and expertise of this
partnership, including the Park’s enthusiastic
users, to ensure the ongoing protection and
enhancement of this special place.
This plan addresses Pitkin County’s property
interests within a greater assemblage of the
Sky Mountain Park parcels – roughly 2,400
acres in all – that was some 20 years in the
making before the 2010 acquisition of the
ridgeline brought the disparate properties
together as Sky Mountain Park.

All images in the Plan are credited to Pitkin County Open
Space and Trails (OST) unless otherwise noted.

The colors of Sky
Mountain Park in the fall.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 HISTORY
The purchase of 845 acres at the heart of Sky
Mountain Park in late 2010 opened a new chapter for
a collection of properties with a history that predates
the arrival of Aspen's first pioneers.
The first prospectors came to the upper Roaring Fork
Valley in 1879 in search of silver. Almost all of them
arrived from Leadville, Colo., via Independence Pass.
The mining camp that would become Ute City and
then Aspen was temporarily abandoned during the
winter of 1879-80 in anticipation of trouble with the
Utes, but settlers returned from Leadville in earnest
the following spring.1
These settlers looked to stake their claims in a
place that had once been part of the Ute People’s
far-ranging lands for more than 800 years as they
followed the seasonal migrations of wild game.
Ute summer camps were still located throughout
the Roaring Fork Valley when prospectors arrived
in the upper valley in 1879, according to the Aspen
Historical Society. “Thunder River” was reportedly
the Ute name for the Roaring Fork River and the Elk
Mountains were the “Shining Mountains.”
Though knowledge of how the Utes lived during their
time here is limited, their incremental removal from
western Colorado through a series of treaties and
concessions that forced the Utes into ever-smaller
territories is well documented. In 1881, the White
River and Uncompaghre bands of the Ute People
were forcibly removed to reservations in eastern
Utah.
Meanwhile, early pioneers who didn't toil in area
silver mines settled the upper valley and established
a patchwork of farms and ranches that reached to
present-day Snowmass Village.
Barely more than a decade after the rush began,
Aspen’s mining economy was on the decline. Farmers
and ranchers who had been supporting the miners
became economically prominent and a small-scale
farm and ranch economy developed. Parcels of land
in the Brush Creek and Owl Creek valleys exemplified
the rich farming and ranching history of the Roaring
Fork Valley through the first half of the 20th century.
1
4

Rocky Mountain Sun, July 9, 1881
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The original land patent maps of the region
encompassing the Park show land ownership in a
much different configuration than what existed by the
time Pitkin County, the Town of Snowmass Village and
City of Aspen were acquiring parcels as open space. In
fact, more than 30 different land patents were issued
in the area, some in what is now part of the Park.
A handful of homesteaders claimed ownership from
the federal government beginning in the 1880s
through the Homestead Act followed by early land
purchases in the 1890s, beginning with Cozy Point
Ranch. In the 1930s the Stock Raising Homestead
Act, which allowed ranchers to privatize lands
deemed to be of no value except for livestock grazing
and growing of forage for cattle, was used to claim
ownership of lands that are now part of the Upper
North Mesa.
The lives of these pioneers were marked by triumph
and tragedy, harvest and heartache. The stories of
their exploits, in some cases, have been lost over
time. The mosaic of ranches grew to include secondgeneration pioneers – ranch kids who, as young
adults, sometimes married neighboring ranchers’
sons or daughters and then took over a family farm or
acquired another nearby spread.
A brief history of the prominent area ranching families
is included in Appendix A.
Many properties remained in the hands of a
succession of ranching owners until dreams of
a ski resort at Snowmass emerged in the 1960s.
Snowmass-at-Aspen opened in 1967 on a mountain
where flocks of sheep once grazed amid the aspens.
A decade later, the Town of Snowmass Village was
incorporated. By the 1990s, escalating development
pressures led to the first efforts by Snowmass Village
and Pitkin County to conserve some of the remaining
open lands ringing the town. Those endeavors
intensified in the 2000s, culminating with the joint
acquisition of the Droste property – roughly 845 acres
at the heart of it all and the missing link that made
the Park a reality (see page 9 for timeline).
The Droste property, originally some 1,300 acres
that included land on both sides of Brush Creek
Road, was acquired by the family in 1963. The ranch
encompassed much of the valley floor along Brush
Creek as well as the undulating hills stretching up
to the ridge above the valley’s south side. Albert

A drill rig appeared briefly in the Brush Creek Valley in 1957.
Source: Aspen Historical Society

NO GUSHER HERE
A drill rig appeared alongside Brush Creek Road in 1957, but the attempt to tap oil and/or gas was
apparently unsuccessful.
It was the first oil and gas well ever sunk in Pitkin County. Two business partners were behind the
attempt, while the drilling was done by Utah Southern Oil Company. Utah Southern geologists hoped
to find gas and/or oil about 3,500 feet below the surface in what was known as the Carbondale basin,
according to the Aspen Daily Times.
Werk Cook owned the land being drilled at the time, the newspaper reported. Cook later sold his ranch
to the Droste family and much of the Drostes’ property eventually became Sky Mountain Park.
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and Mary Elizabeth Droste purchased the ranchland
after selling about 120 acres on Red Mountain near
Aspen, where they leased part of their land for a
sheep operation. Aspen had been “discovered” after
President Kennedy’s election in 1960 (the Kennedy's
were visitors to Aspen), prompting the relocation,
eldest son Peter Droste recalled.2

GETTING COZY AT COZY POINT
According to a U.S. Geologic Survey quadrangle
map, the name Cozy Point refers to the top of
the steep, shale bluff bordering Hwy. 82 just
south of Brush Creek Road, on what is now part
of Sky Mountain Park. But just how did the spot,
now known simply as Shale Bluffs, wind up with
a moniker that lives on in the names of Cozy
Point Ranch and Cozy Point South, the two open
spaces bordering the Hwy. 82/Brush Creek Road
intersection? The answer is revealed in the book
“Aspen: The Quiet Years” (Daily and Guenin,
1994, p. 387).
The book quotes Ellamae Huffine Phillips
explaining the origins of Cozy Point:
“A long time ago, down by Shale Bluffs, there
used to be a tunnel. That was the railroad. The
Midland was running and the Rio Grande was
running, too. I have to tell you why they call it
the Cozy Point. There was a tunnel along that
shale. The boys would get their girlfriends and
buggies – we didn't have anything but wagons.
If you had a car, you were rich. So, they would
get together and a bunch of them would go in
that tunnel and smooch. They would drive their
buggies in. That is how it got the name Cozy
Point. Trains didn't run at night.”
Incidentally, Brush Creek ranchers regularly rode
the Midland Railroad in and out of Aspen, as no
road existed on the highway’s alignment until
after the Midland abandoned the line in 1919.
Photo caption: The road cut midway up Shale Bluffs in this circa 1925
photo was, at one time, the Midland Railroad corridor. A railroad tunnel
at the bluffs gave rise to the name Cozy Point, as couples got “cozy”
inside of it. Source: Aspen Historical Society
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The Drostes, friends with Chicago industrialist Walter
Paepcke, had come west from Chicago at Paepcke’s
urging, according to son Bruce Droste.3 Paepcke is
credited with helping turn Aspen into a cultural and
skiing mecca. With their sons grown and gone, the
Drostes initially purchased a condo in Snowmass
Village for their residence after leaving Red Mountain,
but Bruce constructed a caretaker residence at the
ranch to serve as their home in the early 1990s. He
now calls it his part-time home.
Werk Cook, who sold his land to the Drostes, ran
sheep among his ranching pursuits. Cook’s 1908
home, built with kit construction, still stands on the
inholding of property in Droste ownership. An old
barn and other outbuildings remain, as well.
After their purchase, the Drostes leased the ranch to a
couple of outfitting operations that offered horseback
rides to the ridge and into the wilderness. Pioneer
Springs Ranch and then Snowmass Stables were
based at the property.
What came next could have been far different from
the publicly owned open space that exists today.
In 2009, Pitkin County commissioners approved
a plan for nine large homesites along the ridge,
requiring a 3-mile paved road up the hilly terrain to
reach them. Ironically, the development approval
established a starting point for discussions of an open
space acquisition that were not possible while the
development potential on the property, and hence its
value, remained unresolved.
Sixteen months later, at the close of 2010, open space
officials were toasting (literally, at an Aspen watering
hole) the largest single open space deal in the
community’s history. The multi-million-dollar vistas
from Skyline Ridge would belong to everyone.4

2
3
4

The Aspen Times, Aug. 4, 2010
Interview, April 9, 2021
The Aspen Times, Dec. 30, 2010

1.2 ACQUISITION BACKGROUND
In 1990, Snowmass Village (TOSV) acquired its first
tracts of public open space in the west end of the
Park. Five years later, Pitkin County Open Space and
Trails (OST) and City of Aspen (COA) Parks and Open
Space each made their first contributions to this yetunfocused joint vision. Over the next two decades,
continuing acquisitions protected the entrance and
bookends of the ridge. The 3-mile-long midsection,
however, was still held in private hands and had
been approved for residential development with a
3-mile, paved access road. Few members of the public
realized what was about to be lost, as hardly anyone
had ever been there.
During the summer of 2010, Pitkin County Open
Space and Trails made a last-ditch effort to secure the
entire ridge – the 845-acre capstone of what would
become the Park. By late fall, the county had worked
out a $17 million purchase – the most daunting price
in Open Space and Trails history up until that point.
Public partnerships were forged quickly through
guided trips for local and state officials, a promotional
video, a special election to secure voter support in
TOSV, and a prompt and gracious private campaign
supported by Aspen Valley Land Trust (AVLT).
Through tireless work in building public awareness
of the ridge’s extraordinary beauty, $5,846,555 was
raised in a matter of a few months ($2.5 million
from Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO), $2 million
from TOSV, $1 million from the COA and $365,880
in private donations. Ultimately, Pitkin County put
$11,134,120 into the dramatic purchase. Never before
had the collective will of Pitkin County, Snowmass
Village, Aspen and the State of Colorado been united
by such a large common cause in such a short time.

1.3 PROPERTIES AND EASEMENTS
PITKIN COUNTY OPEN SPACE AND TRAILS
Seven Star Ranch I
Year of Acquisition: 1995
Acreage: 141.9 acres in fee
Purchase Price: $1,600,000. Included a conservation
easement (CE) on the adjacent 60.3 acre Seven Star
Ranch parcel now owned by TOSV.

Droste II Conservation Easement
Year of Acquisition: 1999
Acreage: 64.1-acre CE held by TOSV and OST. The
original easement encompassed 503 acres, with 421
acres later acquired in fee simple.
Purchase Price: $7,500,000. TOSV and OST acquired
the parcel from Brush Creek Ranch. TOSV negotiated
this acquisition to protect the valley floor, and passed
a bond to fund its portion of the purchase.
Purpose: Protect conservation values on remaining
CE, including portion of a critical elk migration
corridor, on a privately held parcel bordering the Park.
It requires reclamation and restoration of hayfield,
pasture and natural area. No public access.
Seven Star Ranch II
Year of Acquisition: 2004
Acreage: 230.5 acres
Purchase Price: $5,345,000 with assistance from a
Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) open space grant.
Conservation Easement: A conservation easement
to the benefit of Aspen Valley Land Trust overlays the
property. The CE purpose is to preserve and protect
the conservation values of the property, including
open space character, wildlife habitat and scenic
qualities. Passive recreation and restoration of historic
structures is permitted. Restrictions include: change
or disturbance to habitat; construction of structures
and changes that increase risk of erosion; grazing of
livestock except to control noxious weeds; erection
of communication facilities; and, lighting except at
bicycle trail crossing of Brush Creek Road
Sky Mountain Park [Droste]
Year of Acquisition: 2010
Acreage: 845.8 acres
Purchase Price: $17 million. A partnership of OST,
COA, TOSV with funds from GOCO and private
donations.
Conservation Easement: Wapiti Ridge Conservation
Easement held by Aspen Valley Land Trust.
Supersedes prior Droste Ranch II conservation
easement on portions of conserved property. The
CE purpose is to ensure property remains in its
scenic, natural and open space condition, subject to
permitted agricultural and limited public recreational
Sky Mountain Park Management Plan | 7

use. Restrictions include: placement of structures,
landscaping, utilities, and roads; Water rights cannot
be used for commercial, industrial or municipal
purposes or other new uses, or sold/separated from
property. Industrial activity is prohibited; commercial
activity must comply with easement; and, no
recreational motor vehicle use. Non-motorized public
recreation such as hiking, mountain biking, horseback
riding, cross-country skiing and hunting are permitted.
Cozy Point South
Year of Acquisition: 2005
Acreage: 131.9 acres
Purchase Price: $2,750,000 with funding from GOCO,
TOSV and COA.
Conservation Easement: The property is encumbered
by a conservation easement held by Aspen Valley
Land Trust. The CE purpose is to preserve and protect
the conservation values of the property, including
open space character (including agriculture), wildlife
habitat and scenic qualities. No activity inconsistent
with protection and preservation of conservation
values is permitted.
Skybeam Ranch Conservation Easement
Year of Acquisition: 2019 (co-held by OST and City of
Aspen).
Acreage: 25.6 acres
Purchase: Acquired from the Bryan and Emily Kelln
Family Trust as part of the subdivision of Skybeam
Ranch.
Purpose: Held by OST and City of Aspen. The CE
purpose is to preserve the natural, ecological, wildlife
habitat, open space and scenic values of the property.
Restrictions include: construction of any structure;
subdivision of the property; motorized recreational
use; and recreational improvements, except the
construction of seasonal hiking and biking trails.

TOWN OF SNOWMASS VILLAGE
Upper North Mesa
Year of Acquisition: 1991
Acreage: 634.1 acres
Purchase: Acquired property from Snowmass Land
Company in conjunction with development approvals
for the Horse Ranch Subdivision.
8
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Hidden Valley
Year of Acquisition: 1994
Acreage: 210.6 acres
Purchase: Acquired property from Snowmass Land
Company in conjunction with development approvals.
Seven Star Ranch
Year of Acquisition: 2013
Acreage: 60.3 acre parcel, between Upper North
Mesa and Seven Star Ranch I properties, fills in a
crucial gap within the open space north of Brush
Creek Road.
Purchase Price: $10 purchase from Tom Schliem,
trustee, for parcel already encumbered by a
conservation easement held by OST.
Conservation Easement: Seven Star I Conservation
Easement held by OST. The CE purpose is to protect
and preserve natural habitat and scenic/open space
values, including historic elk migration.

CITY OF ASPEN
Burlingame Ranch West
Year of Acquisition: 2003
Acreage: 56.9 acres
Conservation Easement: A conservation easement
to the benefit of Aspen Valley Land Trust overlays
the property. The CE purpose is to assure property
will remain predominantly in its open space,
natural habitat and recreational condition. Change,
disturbance, alteration or impairment of the natural
habitat is prohibited.

VIEW PROTECTION
PARTNERSHIP
In 2004, OST, Pitkin County, TOSV and COA
partnered to stop the installation of an aboveground transmission line in the Brush Creek
Valley. Holy Cross Energy proposed 90-foot
towers on the lands that the agencies later
conserved. Holy Cross ultimately installed an
underground line, preserving the scenic value of
the corridor.

MILESTONES
1991

Upper North Mesa 634 acres acquired
by TOSV and trails opened to public
access

1994

Hidden Valley 211 acres acquired by
TOSV

1995

Seven Star Ranch I 145 acres in fee and
60 acres under conservation easement
acquired by OST

1996

Droste I Conservation Easement OST
acquires 99 acres in its first attempt to
protect the Droste Ranch.

1999

Droste II Conservation Easement
503 acres of the Brush Creek Ranch
acquired by OST and TOSV (421 acres
later acquired in fee simple)

2004
2005

Seven Star II 231 acres acquired by OST

2006
2010

Brush Creek Trail constructed by OST

2011

Sky Mountain Park opened to public
access

2012

Sky Mountain Park Management Plan
adopted

2013

Seven Star Ranch 60 acres under OST
conservation easement acquired by
TOSV

2014

Burlingame Ranch West 57 acres
acquired by COA

2019

Skybeam Ranch 25.6 acres acquired by
OST and COA

2021

Sky Mountain Park Management Plan
update

Cozy Point South 132 acres acquired
by OST
Sky Mountain Park [Droste] 846 acres
acquired by OST, COA and TOSV
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1.4 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
This plan update builds on past accomplishments and celebrates the remarkable investments made to the
Park since the first plan, prepared in 2012. The initial plan set forth management actions for nine topic areas,
which have been consolidated in this effort to five: natural resources; recreation; agriculture; outreach and
education; monitoring and stewardship; and maintenance. See Appendix B for full status of 2012 Management
Plan Actions. With many of the management actions complete or underway, an update to the conditions of
Park are further detailed in Section 2.

NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS
NATURAL RESOURCES
□ A seasonal closure to all recreational use has
been established from December 1 – May 15.
Exceptions to this closure are Highline and Lowline
trails.
□ 105 acres of overly mature Gambel oak were
mechanically treated to mimic natural fire
disturbance. The result is greater age class
diversity across the landscape with improved
vegetation health, and more palatable forage
for elk and mule deer, bears and small mammals
within the treated area (see page 30 for project
update).
□ Elk hunt has effectively prevented a refuge effect
and associated overbrowsing of vegetation within
the park.
□ Noxious weeds, while present, are being
controlled and the oak mastication treatment
areas are relatively free of noxious weeds (see
page 29 for project update).
□ Silverleaf milkvetch, a state critically imperiled
species that is found in the Park, is healthy and
has not been adversely affected by new trails.
□ A beaver deceiver was installed to protect
irrigation infrastructure without negative impacts

on beaver and beaver populations
□ Plans were prepared and implementation is
underway to restore two old agricultural ponds to
native riparian habitat, and the adjacent former
agricultural pasture back to native grass and
shrublands (see page 31 for project update).
□ Seven Star I was considered for a trail in the 2012
Plan, but subsequent decisions kept this a trailfree area for the benefit of wildlife.

MONITORING AND STEWARDSHIP
□ Avian monitoring is conducted every 3-5 years,
with statistical analysis and reporting every 10
years. The next report will be released in 2022.
□ Mammal survey results confirm the effectiveness
of the habitat treatments and the successful
management of multiple uses of the property.
□ Targeted studies of aspen stands were completed.
Only four of 17 stands showed significant decline
and were assessed for potential intervention.
□ A geomorphological assessment on lower Brush
Creek indicated little evidence of degraded
channel form or sediment dynamics negatively
impacting the watershed health, functional
riparian communities or infrastructure.
Oak treatment interpretive sign.

Seasonal closures.
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Beaver Deceiver

Legend

Map 2. Natural Resource, Stewardship
and Monitoring Accomplishments
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Map 3. Parcel Acquisition
and Recreation Achievements
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A TOTAL OF 16.7
MILES OF NEW,
SINGLETRACK
TRAILS HAVE BEEN
CONSTRUCTED
SINCE 2012.

RECREATION
□ Skyline Ridge Trail was realigned to provide more sustainable grades.
□ The 1.8-mile Airline Trail replaced Radar Road to connect to the
Skyline Ridge Trail.
□ The 2.7-mile Cozyline Trail climbs to the ridge from the east end of
the Brush Creek Trail.
□ The half-mile Cozy Pony Loop Trail provides a short equestrian loop.
□ Butterline links Airline Trail to Buttermilk via a 1-mile singletrack
alternative to Owl Creek Trail.
□ Deadline Trail provides a 1.5-mile downhill, mountain bike-only
connection to the lower trails.
□ 4.1-mile Seven Star Trail connects Rim Trail North to Brush Creek
Road.
□ Trails accommodate a growing number of visitors annually.

OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
□ New wayfinding, regulatory and interpretive signage has been
installed throughout the Park.
□ Articles have been prepared and distributed via the monthly
newsletter to educate area users.
□ WildLives campaign website highlights trail closure dates.

MAINTENANCE
□ All fencing over knee height has been removed to mitigate danger to
wildlife.
□ Numerous trail maintenance and improvement projects have been
undertaken.

Deadline Trail (2014).

Park wayfinding signs.
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LOOKING AHEAD
The management planning process is an opportunity to collectively
reflect on management outcomes to date and consider the path forward
in the face of current conditions and trends. Sky Mountain Park, like all
open space properties, is impacted by global, regional and local trends
such as climate change, increasing population and interest in outdoor
recreation, and changing technologies – trends that are expected to
continue and that have management implications.
For example, over the last 10 years, the Park has experienced several
years of extremely dry conditions; wildlife experts have documented
landscape-level changes to wildlife populations such as a decline in elk
populations and an increase in the number of mountain lions roaming
the region; and the population of the Roaring Fork Valley and visitation
to the area continues to grow along with the popularity of outdoor
pursuits, driving increased recreational use. This plan reviews the current
management approach and current conditions, and guides the path
forward, acknowledging adaptability as key to achieving management
goals.
To prepare relevant management actions for the Park, important
questions for the future will be asked:
• What are the next steps and most effective ways to ensure that the
important values of the park, including its natural resources and
wildlife habitat, continue to be protected and enhanced?
• How do we uphold the Park's value to local flora and fauna and
maintain the ecosystem benefits it currently offers?
• How do we prepare for the impacts of climate change?
• How do we continue to provide a quality recreational trail system
that meets the public’s expectations, particularly in addressing safety
concerns of high speed/bi-directional or mixed-use trails, while
minimizing impacts to vegetation and wildlife?
• What will be the impacts of continued growth in trail use and how
can we manage the system inclusively?
• What impacts and opportunities will additional community events
bring?

14
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Arrowleaf Balsamroot blooms in Sky
Mountain Park.
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2. PARK CONDITIONS
2.1 LOCATION AND CONTEXT
The parcels that make up the 2,400-acre Sky
Mountain Park Management Plan area were acquired
over a period of 20 years; the heart of the Park
was officially opened to the public in 2011. Located
west of Hwy. 82, the Park comprises lands and the
ridge south of Brush Creek Road and lands to the
east of Highline Road. This management plan also
covers open space owned by the Town of Snowmass
Village and Pitkin County north of Brush Creek Road.
Together, these properties preserve a meaningful
amount of unfragmented wildlife habitat and open
space while providing seasonal trail access to the
public.
The Park falls squarely in Pitkin County. The City
of Aspen’s Urban Growth Boundary extends to
the airport at the Park’s southeast boundary,
encompassing the Airline Trailhead and Burlingame
West open space parcel. The Aspen/Pitkin County
Airport is a major land use on the Park’s eastern
boundary. The airport's Radar Road provides access
to the FAA-managed radio tower on Skyline Ridge.
The adjacent private lands within the county to the
south of the Park are zoned primarily Agricultural/
Residential (AR-10) with an allowed residential floor
area of up to 15,000 square feet. Upper North Mesa
and Hidden Valley open space parcels lie within the
Town of Snowmass Village. Upper North Mesa is
proximate to Planned Use Development (PUD) and
Multi-Family Planned Use Development (MF PUD)
zoning. Hidden Valley is separated by Highline Road
from the Snowmass Club (PUD) and parcels zoned
Mixed Use Planned Unit Development (MU PUD).
There are many significant, neighboring conserved
properties, not included in this management plan,
that contribute to the conservation
landscape of the area. Cozy Point
Ranch, to the north along Hwy. 82,
is owned and managed by the City
of Aspen. Wildcat Ranch, also to
the north in the Town of Snowmass
Village, is a 7,000-acre subdivision
made up of 15 parcels averaging
slightly under a square mile each
with extensive limitations on land
uses to protect herds of elk and
16
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deer, bears and numerous bird species. To the east,
on the opposite side of Hwy. 82., much of the Roaring
Fork Gorge connecting the Park to McLain Flats and
beyond, has been protected through acquisitions by
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails. Finally, beyond
the large-lot residential parcels along Owl Creek to
the south of the Park, is the edge of the White River
National Forest.
Demographic, population and visitor data are key
indicators to watch in order to anticipate trail and
open space visits as well as community needs within
Pitkin County. The full-time population of the county
in 2020 was estimated at 17,747, but according to a
presentation on peak population and demographic
trends by RPI Consulting, populations fluctuate
throughout the year.1 The average peak-season
population adjusted to include commuters, overnight
visitors and part-time residents totals nearly 53,062.
In the off-season, that number drops to 33,824. Of the
overnight visitors, 88 percent are staying in Aspen or
Snowmass Village and cite recreation and sightseeing
as their top reasons for visiting.

PROPERT Y ACCESS AND PARKING
Existing parking areas providing access to the Park
include Buttermilk Ski Area, the Brush Creek Park-andRide (Intercept Lot) and Town Park. Both the paved
Owl Creek Trail and the parallel singletrack Butterline
trail provide access to the Park from Aspen-area
trails and the Buttermilk parking area. Town Park
provides access to the Park from Snowmass Village.
Town Park also provides trailer parking for equestrian
access to the Upper North Mesa Equestrian and
Hiking Trail. The Brush Creek Park-and-Ride captures
many downvalley users and connects to the Park via
an underpass beneath Hwy. 82 and the paved Brush
Creek Trail. Additionally, users can access Highline
and Lowline trails off of Owl Creek Road across from
the Tom Blake Trailhead. All of these parking areas
connect to the Park via trails, but none are specifically
for Park users.
1

Peak Population and Development Trends, 2020

ACCORDING TO THE ONLINE SURVEY,
MORE THAN HALF OF PARK USERS
BIKE TO ACCESS SKY MOUNTAIN PARK.
See summary of results on page 48

Map 4. Sky Mountain Park Location and Context
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QUICK FACTS
Total Open Space Acreage: 2401.7 acres
Years of acquisition: 1991-2019
Trail Miles: 28
88% trails are closed seasonally from December
1 through May 15 for protection of wintering
wildlife and 55% of trails are closed to dogs.
Access and Parking: Trail access via parking at
Buttermilk, Brush Creek Park-and-Ride lot and
Snowmass Village Recreation Center.
Fee Simple Parcels and Easements (CE):
Upper North Mesa TOSV 634 Acres
Hidden Valley 		
TOSV 211 Acres
Droste II (CE)
OST 64 Acres
Seven Star Ranch I
OST 142 Acres
Seven Star Ranch II OST 231 Acres
Cozy Point South
OST 132 Acres
Sky Mountain Park OST 846 Acres
Seven Star Ranch
TOSV 60 Acres
Burlingame Ranch West COA 57 Acres
Skybeam Ranch (CE) COA/OST 27 Acres
Funding Partners: Pitkin County Open Space and
Trails (OST), Town of Snowmass Village (TOSV),
City of Aspen (COA), Aspen Valley Land Trust,
Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO)
Purchase Price:
$34,195,010*
*With additional Development Exactions and a
GMQS Donation
Open Space Values: Wildlife habitat, scenic
views and recreational trails spread over
a conglomeration of open space holdings
centered in the Brush Creek Valley.
17 different natural plant communities have
been documented within the Park.
Over 294 plant species have been identified to
date within the Park.
67 bird species have been documented at the
Park since 2000.
At least 27 mammal species are known to occur
here.
7 targeted natural resource studies have been
completed since 2012 Plan.

Sunset ride on Skyline Ridge.
Source: Ann Driggers
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2.2 NATURAL RESOURCES AND
BIODIVERSIT Y
The 2,400-acre expanse of Sky Mountain Park ranges
from a low elevation of 7,340 feet (at the base of
Brush Creek) to a high of 9,116 feet (on the north end
of Upper North Mesa) and includes several ridges,
valleys and basins on both sides of Brush Creek. The
topographical, geological and hydrological variety
supports a diversity of habitat types, including a
variety of mountain shrublands, small pockets of
forest, grasslands and riparian areas.
Nestled within an area characterized by the nearby
airport, busy highway and continued development
pressure, the Park serves as an ecological refuge
for plants and animals, as well as an important
movement corridor for wildlife through a landscape
heavily influenced by human activities. The Park is a
large enough, semi-contiguous area to be effective
habitat for many wildlife species, from pollinators to
large mammals, and to maintain intact native plant
communities.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
The geologic bedrock under the Park consists
primarily of the upper member of the Mancos Shale
Formation, a dark-gray, silty shale down formed
from sediment that accumulated in offshore/marine
environments of the Cretaceous North American
Inland Sea (99 to 65 million years ago). Marine
fossils from this era have been found within Park
boundaries. The undulating topography, especially on
Upper North Mesa, is the result of an old landslide
deposit and the remaining depressions create very
small, scattered wetland areas. Much of the rest of
the Park is characterized by alluvial fan deposits.

Aspen Global Change Institute (AGCI) operates and
maintains two soil-moisture monitoring stations
at the Park as part of its Roaring Fork Observation
Network (iRON), which is building long-term
environmental datasets across an elevational gradient
in the Roaring Fork Valley.3
One station, installed in 2012 and located in an aspen
grove in a loam soil type, monitors soil moisture at
2-inch, 8-inch, and 20-inch depths, along with soil
temperature, air temperature, relative humidity and
rain (Figure 1). Another soil moisture monitoring
station, installed in 2014, is located in a former
agricultural pasture near Brush Creek and collects
similar data in a different, clay-dominant soil type.

WATER AND WETLANDS
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Brush Creek is a tributary to the Roaring Fork River
that begins as snowmelt off the north slopes of Baldy
Mountain before reaching the Park. It is roughly
paralleled by the paved Brush Creek Trail and Road
down to Cozy Point South, where it turns north to
flow through Cozy Point Ranch and then on to join the
Roaring Fork River.
Peak runoff occurs between May and July. The creek’s
flow is altered by water storage and transbasin
diversions that bring water into the Brush Creek
watershed from East Snowmass Creek (approximately
1,500 acre feet annually) for municipal, golf course
and snowmaking needs. This augments baseflow
in the late summer and fall, but is of such small
magnitude that it is not impacting the creek or
its geomorphology. The primary diversions within
the Park are irrigation ditches for agricultural and
residential needs.

The most common soil in the Park is the Dollard-Rock
Outcrop–Shale Complex: a moderately deep and welldrained soil. The Torriorthents-Rock Outcrop Complex
is also common: a shallow to moderately deep, welldrained soil with stones covering the surface. Water
runoff is rapid and erosion hazard is severe for both of
these soil complexes, which together comprise 65.5
percent of the Park. Lower elevations within the Park
are dominated by a Kobar silty clay loam – a deep,
well-drained soil present on alluvial fans, sought out
for use as irrigated hay meadows.2

Brush Creek was provisionally listed on the State
of Colorado’s 2012 303(d) Impaired Waters List for
Aquatic Life, but was not listed in 2016 or 2020..
Several entities conducted water-quality monitoring
from 2002-2013. The closest water-quality sampling
locations to the Park are upstream at the Snowmass
roundabout and downstream below Hwy. 82. At
these two sites that bookend the Park, water quality
and macroinvertebrate testing indicated that aquatic
conditions are not impaired, showing that the
protected status of this land is providing essential

2

3
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iRON Sky Mountain Park Data

CHANGING
CLIMATE
AGCI's data will provide
useful insight into how
climate change is impacting
our local ecology and water
supplies. The data record
is not yet long enough for
definitive trend analysis,
but eight years of data now
offers comparisons across
wetter and drier years,
shedding insight into the
relationships between soil
moisture, snowmelt, summer
precipitation, streamflow
and plant growth. Interesting
findings thus far are that
the date of spring soil
saturation (determined by
final snowmelt) has varied
by almost a month over the
record, and that the timing
and intensity of summer
rain events are important in
sustaining the soil moisture
needed for plant growth.

ecosystem services such as contributing to improved water quality.4
Six natural springs were located in 2011; two had been historically
developed and four remain natural, located in the Upper North Mesa
parcel. Other hydrologic features include an old-growth wetland, or fen,
and several small wetland ponds (see Wetlands page 22).

GEOMORPHOLOGY
Lower Brush Creek, defined as the area between the Brush Creek Road
roundabout and Hwy. 82, flows through the Park's moderately sloping
valley floor (average slope of 1.7%) and meanders between the toe of
the hillslope from Skyline Ridge and old alluvial deposits that run under
the road. While this creek is not in a natural reference condition, due
to past land use, it exhibits functional traits associated with healthy
stream systems. The creek is characterized by an alternating pattern of
step pool segments (where the channel is confined by the geology) and
small, unconfined floodplain segments where the channel meanders
more dynamically. These localized, unconfined floodplains offer poolriffle sequences, sediment supply and deposition zones, and sections
of the floodplain remain saturated year-round, though some of this
groundwater supply is likely from the ditch.
Lower Brush Creek is in a relatively stable period of channel evolution,
with little evidence of degraded channel form, headcutting or incision
that would negatively impact the riparian zone or threaten human
infrastructure. Abandoned/remnant beaver dams are present in the
area and clearly have influenced the geomorphological and ecological
conditions of this creek corridor. Aggressive management is not
4

Brush Creek Stream Health Survey, 2014

Figure 1. Sky Mountain's 8in soil moisture record
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Figure 2. Brush Creek channel morphology

warranted, but continued monitoring and evaluation
of interventions to promote floodplain connectivity
may be beneficial.5
Research into sediment supply – a metric used in
assessing stream health and trajectories – suggests
that Brush Creek through the Park is a sediment
supply-limited reach, likely due to extensive
development upstream of the Park. Any sediment
that does enter the creek is primarily fine sediment
(from roads, ski area infrastructure and exposed
shale hillslopes), which can easily be transported
downstream through the Park to the Roaring Fork
River. Actively eroding banks provide the local
sediment supply for new depositional zones, but
the stream does not appear to be downcutting or
removing mass from valley walls at an excessive rate.
Overall, Brush Creek is in poorer condition both
upstream and downstream of the Park, a context that
underscores the ecological importance of this stretch
existing in a naturally functioning condition now and
into the future.

WETLAND AND RIPARIAN RESOURCES
There are several small ephemeral drainages within
the Park, but the primary riparian areas exist along
the Brush Creek corridor, and there is one small fen
wetland on the Upper North Mesa parcel. Almost two
dozen small, herbaceous wetlands and aquatic sites
5
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occur on the Upper North Mesa parcel.
In 2011, wetland and riparian habitats were mapped
within the Park. These resources include narrowleaf
cottonwood, dense willows and hawthorn riparian
shrublands along Brush Creek, scattered herbaceous
wetlands and one pond on Upper North Mesa, and
an aspen riparian wetland surrounding a spring on
the Droste parcel. Those wetlands determined to
be functional at risk (FAR) include areas along Brush
Creek near the historic cabin on the Seven Star Ranch
II parcel and the wetland fen on Upper North Mesa.
Among the management objectives in the 2012
management plan was to monitor and develop
restoration plans for functional-at-risk rated sections
of Brush Creek. Several additional studies have since
taken place including both an Ecological Integrity
Assessment and a Geomorphic Assessment of Lower
Brush Creek. In addition, implementation is underway
to restore two abandoned irrigation ponds on the
Droste parcel to native riparian habitat.
The fen at the Park, located not far off the Rim Trail,
has a floating organic soil (histosol) at least 36 inches
deep and is likely thousands of years old. While
relatively small, the fen is a unique resource that will
continue to be protected. Fens, like other wetlands,
perform important ecological functions relating to
hydrology, water quality and wildlife habitat. This fen
is at risk of further degradation due to the invasion of
broadleaf cattails.

VEGETATION

A FEN AT RISK
A fen is a wetland supported by groundwater
that has a thick accumulation of organic soil or
peat. Fens are formed by the slow accumulation
of peat derived from sedges and mosses. Cattails
may not contribute to peat accumulation and
instead choke out the native stands of beaked
sedge that are present, decreasing its carbon
sequestration capacity. In addition, cattails
lower overall plant species diversity, which has
negative impacts on wildlife.

Fen wetland on Upper North Mesa, a unique resource, invaded by
cattails.

Table 1. Sky Mountain Park Vegetation Types

VEGETATION TYPES BY PERCENT OF ACRES
ID

Acres

% of
Area

Aspen Forest

42.9

1.7%

Douglas Fir Forest

>2.5

0.1%

Mountain Shrubland / Mixed
Montane Shrublands

1,368

57%

Sagebrush Shrubland

518.5

21.6%

243

9.5%

168.9

6.6%

Riparian/Wetland

70

2.7%

Water

n/a

n/a

Mapped Vegetation Type

Shale Barrens
Grasslands (inc. Western Wheatgrass)

The flora at the Park varies from high-quality,
intact native plant communities to those that are
significantly impacted by historic agricultural activities
and other land-use legacies. Over 294 plant species
have been identified to date.
Vegetation types include mountain shrublands
dominated by Gambel oak and serviceberry (57%),
sagebrush shrublands (22%), small stands of aspen
forest (<2%), pockets of conifers (<1%), grasslands
(7%), shale barrens (9%), and wetland and riparian
habitats (2.7%) (Table 1). The Park protects critical
vegetative resources for Rocky Mountain elk,
mule deer and black bear, and provides important
habitat for a variety of songbirds, pollinators and
small mammals. OST’s goals of understanding,
monitoring, protecting and enhancing the native
plant communities at the Park contribute to local
and regional biodiversity and the resiliency of the
ecosystem itself.
Baseline vegetation mapping and floristic inventories
from 2011 provide comprehensive information
on vegetation types and occurrence. In that year,
transects were established in representative stands
of each of the six vegetation types including aspen
forest, mountain shrubland, native sagebrush
shrublands, disturbed sagebrush shrublands, shale
barrens and riparian/wetland habitats for quantitative
data collection. The transects were sampled in 2011
and again in 2015. Mean absolute cover data and
the Floristic Quality Index showed similar patterns
in 2015 and 2011.6 A notable exception was found
in disturbed sagebrush shrubland, which was much
higher in 2015 and may represent natural successional
patterns. Vegetation monitoring occurred again in
2018-19, which updated overall vegetation mapping
and the plant species list of the Park (Map 6).

PLANT COMMUNITIES
Within these broad vegetation types, approximately
17 different natural plant communities were
documented.7 The plant communities that are
considered vulnerable throughout their range include
the Montane Riparian Forest and two of the Western
Slope Sagebrush Shrubland communities. The
Sagebrush-Thurber Fescue Community, the Western
6
7

Sky Mountain Park Vegetation Assessment, 2015
NatureServe
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Wheatgrass Community and the Shale Barren Herbaceous Vegetation
Community are considered to be imperiled or critically imperiled.

Forest Communities
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conditions and their location at the lower elevational
limit of the species. Nevertheless, in some areas, new
aspen saplings are emerging and the stands appear to
be regenerating. In addition, almost all aspen stands
show evidence of heavy browsing by elk and deer.
To learn more about these changes observed in aspen
forests, OST completed an assessment of all 17 aspen
stands throughout the Park in 2019. The overall
goals were to document condition, confirm stand
decadence or other issues inhibiting regeneration or
stand vigor and also to identify possible locations and
actions to promote ecological resilience considering
future climate change. Of the 17 stands assessed,
only four stands showed significant decline or lack of
regeneration, indicating that overall, while the extent
of aspen in the Park is small, most stands remain
healthy even in the face of recent drought.
Douglas Fir Forest
Douglas fir forests occur in a few small isolated
areas on the Droste and Cozy Point South parcels.
These small stands of trees are surrounded by the
mountain shrubland vegetation type. The herbaceous
cover is generally low and in deep shade. This plant
community best fits the Douglas Fir – Gambel Oak
Community which is globally secure and apparently
secure in the state. No evidence of spruce budworm
or Douglas-fir beetle activity has been detected.

REGIONAL ASPEN STUDY
Aspen Global Change Institute is helping
OST explore the complex dynamics between
weather, climate, plant communities and aspen
forest health with scientific research. One of its
monitoring stations is located in an aspen stand
within the Park specifically in the interest of
better understanding the factors (weather and
water conditions) that influence the persistence
or failure of aspen stands in this region. AGCI
found, during a tree survey in 2019, that new
growth of aspen was common at Sky Mountain
Park, and that stem decay fungus was not
common, but Marssonina fungus was found on
nearly half of all aspen trees. This is an aspen
leaf fungus that can thrive in drought-stressed
aspen, but is not commonly associated with
significant decline in tree survival.

Shrubland Communities
Mountain Shrubland / Mixed Montane Shrublands
Mountain shrublands are the dominant vegetation
type covering more than half of the Park. These
shrublands are comprised of Gambel oak with
serviceberry, mountain mahogany, snowberry and
sagebrush.
The mountain shrublands provide big-game winter
range and habitat for a variety of local wildlife,
including nesting songbirds and raptors. In a healthy
community, a variety of grasses and forbs are present
in the understory and the stands show vigorous
growth. Gambel oak is most valuable for wildlife when
it is between 12 and 50 years old. Decadent (i.e., old
and degenerate growth indicating a general lack of
vigor and vitality) and over-browsed vegetation shows
clubbing and a lack of understory species diversity.
Most shrublands have been isolated from natural
disturbance regimes such as fire. Gambel oak is a
fire-adapted species, meaning fire triggers vegetation

Golden aspens at Sky Mountain Park.
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reproduction and new plant growth. This, in turn,
increases age class diversity, forage quantity and
quality and species diversity while improving its
capability to support wildlife species. In the absence
of natural or controlled burns, active management
has reintroduced disturbance via mastication
treatments to increase the value of these shrublands
as habitat for wildlife, and to create a mosaic of
habitat and structure across the landscape to increase
ecological resilience (see page 30 for project details).
Sagebrush Shrublands
Increasingly rapid and widespread degradation,
fragmentation and, in some areas, near total loss of
sagebrush locally and regionally has resulted in its
being rated one of the most imperiled ecosystems
in North America. Sagebrush habitats support
biodiversity, dominated by native species, and have
the second highest species richness, after aspen
forests. Several bird and mammal species are almost
entirely dependent on sagebrush for survival, as are
many species of plants like Indian paintbrush which
has a parasitic relationship with sagebrush roots.
Three different sagebrush communities occur
within the Park, all fairly similar with various native
graminoids and forbs present. Overall, the sagebrush
Healthy sagebrush shrublands with oak
shrublands in background.
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shrublands are healthy and species diverse. A lack
of grazing for several decades now within the Park
boundaries is benefiting this habitat by allowing more
native forbs and grasses to flourish.
Legacy effects from grazing remain, however, where
crested wheatgrass, a competitive non-native pasture
grass dominates the understory on the Seven Star
Ranch parcel. Unfortunately, to effectively change
the plant community would be both cost and labor
prohibitive, with significant herbicide use and little
guarantee of positive change.
Shale Barrens
Shale barrens typify the ridge tops and steep slopes
of Mancos shale throughout the Park, characterized
by extremely low vegetative cover (30 percent or
less), harsh wind, desiccation and sheet erosion. The
shale barren plant community is best described by the
Indian Ricegrass Shale Barren Community, which is
ranked as globally and state imperiled by the Colorado
Natural Heritage Program (CNHP).
Grasslands
Western wheatgrass grasslands occur in scattered
low-lying areas of sagebrush shrublands or in the
transitional zone above herbaceous wetlands. The
Shale barrens.

Mature Gambel oak stand at Sky Mountain Park.
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Non-native pasture grasses and native forbs in an old pasture.

Riparian zones along Brush Creek.

majority of these areas occur on the Upper North
Mesa parcel. These areas typically also contain
other grass species such as the non-native Kentucky
bluegrass and natives such as junegrass and green
needlegrass. Dense stands of weeds, such as Canada
thistle and musk thistle, are also problematic in many
of these areas. Overall, the western wheatgrass
plant community comprises only 3.2 acres. Other
grasslands include those converted to agricultural
use or those areas adjacent to developments that are
being restored.
Riparian Habitats and Herbaceous Wetlands
Riparian forests are minimal in the dry shallow soils
of the Park, but one patch of mature narrowleaf
cottonwood exists along the northern portion of
Brush Creek on the Cozy Point South parcel.
Riparian and wetland shrublands are best developed
along Brush Creek. Evidence of beaver activity exists
to this day. The Brush Creek Riparian/Wetland is
best described by the Mountain Willow/Mesic
Forb Shrubland, native rushes and sedges and
dense pasture grasses. Despite the presence of
weeds (including reed canarygrass, ox-eye daisy,
houndstongue, Canada thistle and plumeless thistle),
the majority of the Brush Creek riparian corridor has
a high diversity of native plants and has adequate
sinuosity, a fairly good vegetative cover and resilience
to annual flooding events.
Almost two dozen small herbaceous wetlands and
aquatic sites occur on the Upper North Mesa parcel.
These herbaceous wetlands are characterized by
three wetland communities tracked by the CNHP: the
Beaked Sedge Montane Wet Meadows, the Creeping
Spikerush Emergent Wetland and the Baltic Rush Wet
Meadow, all of which are globally secure and state
secure/apparently secure. All of these wetlands are
considered to be in proper functioning condition.
28
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Overall, the Brush Creek riparian system is in
excellent to good condition. The 2018 Ecological
Integrity Assessment showed several of the metrics
were lower than desired and recommended that
native riparian shrubs and trees be planted along
Brush Creek in an area of historic beaver activity.
In addition, the study recommended improving the
buffer habitat surrounding the riparian corridor by
converting the abandoned agricultural pasturelands
into native vegetation communities such as
mountain big sagebrush or riparian shrublands. Two
projects are currently underway to address these
recommendations. One is to restore the two old
irrigation ponds to riparian habitat and the other
is a field study to determine best methodology for
restoration of local sagebrush shrublands (see page
31 for project details).

THREATENED, ENDANGERED, SENSITIVE AND
RARE PLANTS
Extensive surveys for federally listed and sensitive
plant species were conducted in 2011. No BLM or
USFS Sensitive Plant Species were found or have been
previously recorded.
One rare plant is known to exist at the Park –
silverleaf milkvetch. This plant is globally secure,
but is listed in Colorado as critically imperiled and is
tracked by the CHNP. It occurs in small pockets in the
dark gray Mancos Shale Formation. Targeted surveys
for this plant were originally conducted in 2012, after
first observation was made in 2011, and the total
population size was estimated to be around 3,000
plants.8 These were the first recorded observances
of this plant in Pitkin County. This unique plant, and
its unusual shale barren habitat, contribute to local
biodiversity and has received additional management
8

Silverleaf Milkvetch Plant Surveys, 2012

Table 2. Noxious Weeds found in Sky Mountain Park

LIST B NOXIOUS WEEDS
Perennial Forbs
Russian knapweed*

Yellow Toadflax*

Absinth wormwood

Sulphur cinquefoil*

Hoary cress; Whitetop

Common tansy*

Canada thistle

Leafy spurge*

Ox-eye daisy
Annual/Biennial Forbs
Plumeless thistle*

Scentless chamomile*

Bull thistle*

Scotch thistle*

Houndstongue
*Species designated for elimination in Pitkin County by the
Colorado Department of Agriculture
No List A species are known to exist within the Park

attention. In 2018, repeat surveys on Skyline Ridge
showed a net increase in the number of plants
identified compared to 2012. All plants appeared
healthy, including individual plants that exist near
trails, suggesting current levels of recreation do not
have a negative impact on the populations.9

NOXIOUS WEEDS
Noxious weeds continue to be present within the
Park, though significant progress has been made
since acquiring the properties to control the spread
and reduce the extent of State Listed Noxious Weeds.
Twenty-one state-listed noxious weeds exist in the
Park. The majority are in disturbed areas, agricultural
areas, along old ranch roads/trails, and in riparian and
wetland habitats. Of these 21 species, none are List
A, 15 are List B, and nine are List C, as defined by the
State of Colorado, which prescribes control efforts.
The weeds most frequently encountered include
plumeless thistle, Canada thistle, houndstongue, and
ox-eye daisy. Three invasive plant species that are not
on the noxious weed list also occur in the Park: reed
canarygrass, broadleaf cattail and yellow sweet clover.
Noxious weeds do not appear to be spreading as
the result of increased recreational use or habitat
improvement projects. The Park will never be
completely noxious weed free, but the populations
can be kept at acceptable levels, meaning they do
not compromise the native vegetation or ecological
habitat function.
9

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS SINCE 2012
Summarized below are vegetation and management
projects identified as actions in the 2012
Management Plan.
Crested Wheatgrass Control Study (20122013)
In 2012 and 2013, Colorado Mountain College (CMC)
implemented a series of test plots in a stand of
decadent mountain big sagebrush shrubland with a
crested wheatgrass understory to research various
strategies that reduce the coverage of crested
wheatgrass and reintroduce native understory.
Elimination strategies incorporated a variety of
physical (weed-whacker), chemical (glyphosate and/
or salt brine) and biological controls, seeding with
sainfoin during the summer or fall.
Notable Outcomes
In 2018, the CMC test plots were revisited to observe
the floristic composition and density of crested
wheatgrass. No apparent differences between
treated plots and untreated areas were observed.
No sainfoin appears to have established. While the
crested wheatgrass may have been temporarily
reduced in cover by the various treatment methods,
specifically glyphosate (Round-UpTM), it recovered
relatively quickly, so that five years post-treatment, no
discernible difference could be detected.
Several studies report difficulty in controlling or
reducing the cover of crested wheatgrass, with
chemical and/or mechanical methods, primarily
because it is a strong competitor and prolific seeder
with a robust seed bank. With little success in
changing the community composition here, and risks
of decreasing native plant species that do exist, it was
recommended that OST take a passive management
approach to these stands. Rather than trying to
actively restore these areas to pre-human settlement
conditions, efforts would be better directed to control
any localized outbreaks of noxious weeds and ensure
that the crested wheatgrass does not spread.

Vegetation and Wildlife Monitoring Report Update, 2020
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WILDFIRE AND
PARKS
Much of Pitkin County’s
population lives and
recreates in and near
wildland areas and wildfires
pose serious risks to
residents, visitors, property
and wildlife.1
The magnitude/severity
of the wildfire hazard in
Pitkin County, Basalt and
Snowmass Village is rated
catastrophic, while the
hazard is rated critical in and
around Aspen.2
The majority of fires
start from human-caused
(including equipment)
ignitions.3 However,
regulations to prohibit
mechanized equipment and
camping at Sky Mountain
Park make human-started
fires less likely here than on
other public lands.
Open Space and Trails
partners with the USFS,
fire protection districts,
and other land managers
on coordinated wildfire
protection and mitigation
around the watershed. For
example, fuels mitigation was
an identified action, where
appropriate (i.e. mastication),
in the 2012 Management
Plan. See Oak Vegetation
Treatment for more details.
1
Climate Change and Aspen:
An Update on Impacts to Guide
Resiliency Planning and Stakeholder
Engagement 2014
2
Pitkin County Hazard
Mitigation Plan 2018
3
Pitkin County Community
Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) 2014
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Oak Vegetation Treatment (2014 – ongoing)
Oak shrublands and woodlands are disturbance-dependent plant
communities. For example, fires burned in pre-settlement, oakdominated communities once every 10-20 years on average. Fire is
part of Gambel oak’s evolutionary environment. The single-age-class
conditions we observe currently throughout the Roaring Fork Watershed
and at the Park are a result of fire suppression and lack of natural
disturbance.
Reintroducing disturbance in the fall of 2014, OST completed a
mechanical mastication treatment of 105 acres of decadent Gambel
oak at the Park. The treatment areas were selected on the basis of
stand decadence and where treatments would have the greatest
possible improvement to ecological health and ungulate habitat. Nearly
100 percent of the targeted Gambel oak were masticated within the
treatment areas while healthy oak stands and those containing a strong
serviceberry component were avoided.
Notable Outcomes
The first round of the oak mastication treatment proved to be extremely
successful and resulted in healthy regenerating stands of oak with
palatable fresh forage for wildlife. Increases in plant species diversity
were also observed, which benefits a wide variety of wildlife species
including many pollinators. The mechanical disturbance created a
shrubland mosaic of different ages and canopy structure leading to a
more resilient ecosystem and more productive wildlife habitat. Mule
deer, elk, black bears, pollinators, chipmunks, ground squirrels, and
songbirds have all been observed using the treated areas. This treatment
has added benefits for wildfire management, reducing wildfire fuels and
breaking the horizontal and vertical continuity of vegetative cover that
can allow wildfires to spread quickly.

Figure 3. Oak Mastication Treatment. Source: DHM

BEFORE 2014
Overly Mature Stands

2014
Mechanical Disturbance

PRESENT (2021)
Restoration & Diversity

Brush Creek Pond Riparian Restoration (2020 – ongoing)
In 2018, conceptual plans for restoration of the man-made ponds and
adjacent low-lying pasture were prepared to restore valuable riparian
habitat. The overall goal of this riparian restoration project is to regrade
the lower two former agricultural ponds, create a natural transition
and tie the existing sagebrush and riparian ecosystems into the pond
restoration areas with native vegetation.

Above, Pond before restoration.
Below, Pond after grading and seeding.

Project Update
Implementation began in spring 2020 with regrading and seeding
completed in fall 2020. Restoration planting, wildlife protection fencing
and a new pump and temporary irrigation system to help establish the
native seed and plants will continue to be implemented in sequence
through 2021 and beyond. Temporary irrigation and fencing will be
removed once the vegetation reaches an age and size that is resilient to
ungulate browsing.
Sagebrush restoration testplot study (2020 – ongoing)
Between Brush Creek and Brush Creek Road is an old agricultural
field now dominated by non-native grasses and weeds, though it was
historically dominated by sagebrush. The area, with clay-rich soils, is the
focus of a sagebrush restoration study that began in 2020 and will last
for several years.
The overall goal is to develop a successful restoration strategy (one that
is not dependent on intensive applications of herbicide) that can be
applied to other open space properties and shared with other local land
managers where sagebrush restoration is a goal.
The study uses a test plot design, based on extensive research, literature
reviews and analysis for feasibility and scalability. OST will investigate
three seeding/planting methods across 12 test plots, with and without
irrigation and fencing, to restore sagebrush shrublands and determine
the most effective restoration methods. OST is prioritizing non-chemical
methods and the use of local sagebrush seed to maximize long-term
ecological health and resilience of the system.

Above, Sagebrush testplot after first tilling.
Below, after second tilling.

Project Update
In the summer of 2020, the test plots were laid out and mowing and
tilling commenced. This ground preparation will continue through
the growing season of 2021 to reduce the vigor of existing pasture
grasses, thereby decreasing competition for the native plants that will
be reintroduced. Sagebrush seed was collected from native sagebrush
shrublands, both within the Park and from other open spaces in the
upper Roaring Fork Valley. Plans are in place to seed the test plots with
the local seed and seedlings grown from that seed. Annual monitoring
and analysis will continue for several years in order to evaluate shortterm and long-term success across the treatments. Results will be used
to inform larger scale restoration efforts in this area and shared to inform
regional sagebrush restoration efforts.
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WILDLIFE
Since the 2012 Management Plan,
OST has continued to study and
monitor the wildlife species and
habitat that occur at the Park.
This included comprehensive,
scientific surveys of large and small
terrestrial mammals as well as
the avifauna – songbirds, raptors
and owls – in 2017, qualitative
monitoring of wildlife habitat in
2018-2019, and avian surveys
again in 2020.
Wildlife surveys were completed
in 2011 and 2017. In 2017, the
majority of wildlife detections
(59%) occurred in sagebrush
shrublands, though this habitat
type only comprises about 22
percent of the Park, followed
by detections (33%) in the oak
shrubands. 10
10
Detailed methods and additional
results on the mammal and avian surveys can
be found in the Wildlife Monitoring Report,
2017.
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Elk graze on Cozy Point South in April 2021. Source:
Anna Stonehouse, Aspen Daily News
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MANAGEMENT INDICATOR SPECIES
Management Indicator Species (MIS) are species selected for targeted
monitoring and study because their welfare is an indicator of the
welfare of other species using the same habitat. MIS for both birds and
mammals have now been identified and studied at the Park. To date, no
concerns have arisen from the monitoring of these species. The objective
is to track trends over the long run, rather than using point-in-time
observations, to inform management direction for the major habitat
types. Complete wildlife surveys are also completed to track the diversity
of species in the Park.

MAMMALS
The Park provides important migration and movement corridors for
ungulates, serves as important transition habitat, and sees yearround use by elk and mule deer. There is a small area of suitable elk
calving habitat within the Park, and while calving on site has not been
documented, monitoring has confirmed the Park is used by cow elk
as rearing habitat and general summer range. The area appears to be
used by deer for both fawning and rearing, and more deer than elk
stay around the Park throughout the summer months. Black bears are
abundant, and depend on Gambel oak acorns and serviceberries for
critical fall forage.
At least nine mammalian predator species have been identified at the
Park, including badgers, bobcats, weasels, mountain lions, red fox,
American marten, coyote and striped skunk. These species benefit from
the abundance of smaller prey mammals.

Table 3. Sky Mountain Park Management
Indicator Species (MIS)

MANAGEMENT INDICATOR
SPECIES
Habitat

Indicator Species

Aspen Forest /
Woodland

Warbling Vireo

Sagebrush
Shrubland

Brewer's Sparrow

Mixed Montane
Shrubland

Virginia's Warbler

Riparian Habitat

Song Sparrow

Broad Scale
Habitat
Generalist

Rocky Mountain Elk

Green-tailed Towhee

Brewer's Sparrow

Green-tailed Towhee

Virginia's Warbler

Beaver have long been a part of the Brush Creek ecosystem, and
their numbers have fluctuated over time – likely the result of human
management of the species. Signs of beaver activity have been observed
in and around the Park and recent beaver activity has been documented
upstream near the Snowmass Recreation Center and associated
wetlands.

BIRDS
At least 67 bird species have been documented at the Park since 2000.11
The Shannon diversity index for the avian monitoring data collected in
2017 was 3.01, showing good avian diversity – the value ranges from 1.5
(low species richness and diversity) to 3.5 (high species evenness and
diversity). This number is consistent with previous data from 2011 and
2015.

Rocky Mountain Elk

Green-tailed towhees were the most abundant species detected,
followed by spotted towhees, dusky flycatchers and orange-crowned
warblers. Of the 10 most abundant species detected, five are
Management Indicator Species (MIS) for the Park: blue-gray gnatcatcher,
Brewer’s sparrow, green-tailed towhee, spotted towhee and Virginia’s
warbler, indicating high-quality habitat. Four species of diurnal raptor
(Cooper’s hawk, golden eagle, red-tailed hawk, turkey vulture) were
11
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Warbling Vireo

Red Fox

documented at the Park during the breeding season
and two active Cooper’s hawk nests and one golden
eagle nest were observed in the area. At least three
owl species have also been confirmed – great horned,
saw-whet and flammulated owls.

REPTILES/AMPHIBIANS
Small patches of suitable amphibian breeding habitat
exist within the Park, mostly within the Upper North
Mesa parcel. Amphibian breeding was confirmed
at half of these locations; the species detected
include the tiger salamander, western chorus frog
and northern leopard frog. The western terrestrial
garter snake likely occurs across the Park and may
be the dominant reptilian species here. Sagebrush
lizard, prairie and plateau lizard, smooth green snake,
and bullsnake/gopher snake are also likely to occur,
though no further studies have been completed.

THREATENED, ENDANGERED WILDLIFE /
SPECIES OF CONSERVATION CONCERN
Only one federally protected species may occur on or
adjacent to the Park, the Canada lynx. No designated
critical habitat exists for any federally listed species
within or adjacent to the Park. Seven species on
the State of Colorado list of State Endangered
and Threatened species could potentially occur at
the Park: bald eagle, boreal toad, Colorado River
cutthroat trout, northern leopard frog, river otter,
American marten and Townsend's big-eared bat.
Of all these species, American marten is the only
one documented on site. The two bat species likely
occur here, but no bat-specific studies have been
conducted.
At least 14 species classified as Federal or State
Endangered or Threatened; BLM/USFS Sensitive; and/
or with high CNHP global or state rank have suitable
habitat within the Park.

WILDLIFE AND HABITAT MANAGEMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS SINCE 2012
The following wildlife and habitat enhancement
projects were identified actions in the 2012
Management Plan.
Wildlife Habitat Improvement

and likely many smaller species from invertebrates to
rodents and songbirds. Post-treatment observations
showed that mule deer, in particular, have a clear
preference for the treated areas as foraging habitat
in the non-winter months, seeking out the young
Gambel oak, serviceberry and other shrubs that
have sprouted in response to the treatments. Elk
appear to have a preference for the treated areas,
as well. Both species are likely attracted to the more
palatable forage provided by the oak suckers and the
interspersion of the open canopy with the denser
shrublands which provide thermal and hiding cover.
Seasonal Closures and Dog Restrictions
Critical habitat types for elk occurring in the Park
include winter range, severe winter range, winter
concentration areas and migration corridors. Mule
deer sensitive habitat within the Park consists only
of winter range, but the mule deer likely rely on the
same movement corridors as the elk. The seasonal
winter closure is an integral management component
for the benefit of elk and all wildlife. The closure of
the majority of the trails and the property overall
effectively closes most of the Park to human use from
December 1 through May 15, which protects ungulate
migration, winter foraging and spring rearing activity
during critical times of the year. Year-round dog
restrictions, including their exclusion from significant
portions of the Park, benefit wildlife of all kinds.
Elk Hunt
A limited, annual elk hunt began in 2014 in
coordination with Colorado Parks and Wildlife, with
the goal of avoiding a refuge effect in the Park that
could negatively impact local habitat from overuse
and intensive herbivory. A lottery is conducted
annually to select five hunters for the hunt. Lottery
participation has varied from a low of 12 lottery
entrants in 2020 to a high of 100 participants in 2019.
There were 57 entrants for the 2021 hunt. This lottery
does not add tags (i.e. harvests), but allows hunters
with tags to hunt cow elk on this land.
The hunt takes places in Colorado’s fourth rifle
season. The hunt has resulted in a harvest of between
one and three cow elk each year – 13 in all between
2014 and 2020.

Qualitative wildlife monitoring revealed that the
2014 oak mastication effort (see page 28) resulted
in a substantial benefit for mule deer, elk, black bear
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The climb on Airline Trail.

SKY MOUNTAIN PARK TRAILS
Seasonal
Closure

Uses

Leashed
Dogs
Allowed

Yes

Biking, Hiking

No

Yes
Dec. 1 to March 31

ADA, Biking,
Yes*
Equestrian, Hiking

OST, COA

No

Biking, Hiking

Yes

OST

Yes

Biking, Hiking

No

.49

OST

Yes

Equestrian, Hiking No

Deadline

1.54

OST

Yes

Downhill Biking
Only

Ditchline

.86

OST

Yes

Biking, Equestrian,
No
Hiking

Highline

1.37

TOSV

No

Biking, Hiking

Yes

Lowline

.99

TOSV

No

Biking, Hiking

Yes

Rim Trail North

3.94

TOSV

Yes

Biking, Hiking

Yes

Seven Star

4.14

TOSV

Yes

Biking, Hiking

No

Skyline Ridge

2.25

OST

Yes

Biking, Equestrian,
No
Hiking

TOSV

Yes

Equestrian, Hiking Yes

Yes

Biking, Equestrian, No
Hiking

Trail

Length

Land
Owner

Airline

1.81

OST

Brush Creek Trail
(within Park)

2.62

OST

Butterline

1.10

Cozyline

2.74

Cozy Pony Loop

Upper North Mesa 2.72
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(Dec 1 - May 15)

Viewline

1.8

OST,
TOSV

Total Miles

28.37

*Dogs are not allowed on Brush Creek Trail Oct 15-May15
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No

2.3 RECREATION
Sky Mountain Park unites a number of discrete open space parcels and
provides an interconnected trail experience that has been enhanced
and expanded pursuant to the 2012 Management Plan. At the opening
of the Park in 2011, roughly 6 miles of trails on the newly accessible
property were available for use – the existing Radar Road, the newly
built Viewline Trail and Skyline Ridge Trail, an existing road that would
later see reroutes and singletrack construction. Additionally, existing
singletrack on TOSV properties included North Rim, Highline and Lowline
trails, while the paved Brush Creek Trail extended the length of the Brush
Creek Valley.
In subsequent years, trails were constructed to create a network of
singletrack and an old equestrian trail at Upper North Mesa was used to
separate equestrian and mountain bike use, and provide a commercialuse trail for outfitters. Prior to constructing the Seven Star trail OST
partnered with TOSV to require a minimum of 90% compliance with the
leash requirements on the existing North Mesa Trails. In all, 16.7 miles of
new trails were constructed following the 2010 purchase of the Droste
property. Today, just over 28 miles of mostly intermediate, smooth trails
with some flow features such as banked turns and jumps are open for
public use. Use has trended upward annually. The opening of new trails
drives spikes in use.
When the trails are open to the public, dogs are not allowed on OST
parcels. On TOSV owned parcels, dogs are required to be leashed,
including on Highline, Lowline, North Rim and Upper North Mesa trails.
A complete list of the dog regulations is included in Table 4.

VISITATION PATTERNS AND USE
The majority of the park, with the exception of Highline, Lowline and
Butterline trails on the Park's periphery, close during the winter and early
spring for wildlife protection (Dec. 1 through May 15). The reopening
on May 16 is a much-anticipated event for the Park’s many devotees.
During the annual elk hunt during Colorado’s fourth rifle season, in late
November, Cozyline, Airline, Skyline Ridge and Ditchline trails are all
closed to public use for safety reasons. This is also the only time Park
users are allowed off trail.
Viewline Trail, the only trail where use has been tracked continuously
since 2011, serves as a gauge of the Park’s popularity. Trail use correlates
with the weather and trail conditions, with steady use from May through
early fall when use tapers as the snow begins to fall.
The typical use on Viewline Trail from 2016-2019 ranged from 8,000 to
9,000. In 2020, a year of unprecedented outdoor recreation fueled by
the Covid-19 pandemic, the Viewline trail counter logged 17,805 uses –
marking nearly a 100 percent increase from the previous three years. It
is yet to be seen if this dramatic growth in trail use will continue into the
future or return to pre-pandemic levels of use.
Table 4. Sky Mountain Park Trails (facing page).
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Use of trails within the Park, tallied by counters on
Airline, Brush Creek (through the Park), Cozyline,
Deadline, Owl Creek (through the Park), Seven Star
and Viewline, is summarized in Table 5. Note, counter
data does not reflect the total number of users, but
rather, each use. A single user may trigger several
counters in a single outing.
According to data obtained from the activity-logging
app Strava, which shows a subset of overall trail users,
mid-morning and late afternoon are popular times of
day to visit the Park.

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Mountain biking is the predominant recreational use
on the Park’s singletrack trails. Biking is permitted on
all of the singletrack with the exception of the Upper
North Mesa Equestrian and Hiking Trail and Cozy Pony
Trail.
Airline Trail and the downhill-only Deadline Trail were
designed and constructed with mountain biking in
mind. On Viewline Trail, a popular access point for
both mountain bikers and hikers/trail runners, about
88 percent of the use in 2019 and 2020 was by bikers
(based on motion-triggered camera data).
Part of the Park trail system is incorporated into the
Snowmass Loop, a mostly singletrack, 24-mile loop of
Snowmass Village that is touted in the Town’s tourism
promotion efforts. The Park is also part of a greater
mountain biking trail system that helped Aspen
Snowmass / Roaring Fork Valley earn the state’s
first Gold Level Ride Center designation from the
International Mountain Biking Association, in 2020.

HIKING AND RUNNING
All singletrack trails in the Park system are open
to foot travel with the exception of Deadline Trail.
The easy access to Viewline Trail from Snowmass
Village, coupled with nearby trailhead parking,
make it a logical access point for hikers and runners.
Pedestrians represented about 12 percent of the use
in 2019 and 2020. On Cozyline Trail, the only other
trail where a breakdown of user types is documented,
foot travel represented about 4.7 to 5.5 percent of
overall use from 2018-2020. Trailhead parking is
farther away from Cozyline, requiring a walk from the
Brush Creek Park-and-Ride up the Brush Creek Trail
before accessing the singletrack.
Brush Creek Trail through the Park is paved with a
soft shoulder, connecting the Park-and-Ride to the
Snowmass Recreation Center and Town Park. It is a
popular amenity used by road bikers, commuters and
an increasing number of e-bikers as well as runners,
hikers and dog walkers (dogs must be leashed).

EQUESTRIAN
Equestrians are permitted on Viewline, Ditchline
and Skyline Ridge trails, as well as Cozy Pony Trail.
A wide, crushed-gravel path alongside the paved
Brush Creek Trail is also available for equestrian use.
Though Cozyline Trail was initially planned as an
equestrian route, it is a heavily used biking trail where
equestrians are not permitted in order to eliminate
conflicts. An additional, parallel route for equestrian
use is not recommended by CPW due to wildlife
concerns.

TotalTotal
Annual
Annual
TrailTrail
Count
Count

Table 5. Trail counts (2018-2020)
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1063110285
1063110285
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5000 5000
0
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4462 4462
3642 3642
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8492 8481
8492 8481
6643 6643
5728 5728
4827 4827

5108 5108
4135 4392
4135 4392

Brush Creek
Brush Creek CozylineCozyline
Trail TrailDeadline
Deadline
Trail Trail Owl Creek
Owl Creek Seven Star
Seven
Trail
Star TrailViewlineViewline
Trail Trail

2018 TOTAL 59,844
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12203 12203
10631 10631

10305 10305
9296 8676
9296 8676

2019 TOTAL 50,934

2020 TOTAL 72,026

COVID-19 EFFECT
In 2020, OST noted trail
visits (per trail counter data)
system-wide increased by
44 percent, from 382,969 in
2019 to 551,869, reaching
record levels. Nearly 11
percent of all 2020 trail visits
were at five of the Park’s
singletrack trails – Viewline,
Cozyline, Airline, Deadline
and Seven Star. While recent
focus on living a healthier
lifestyle has in part driven the
interest in active and outdoor
recreation, the dramatic rise
can largely be attributed to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Whether the increase in use
experienced in connection
with the COVID-19 pandemic
carries forward into the
future remains to be seen.
According to a 2020 Leave
No Trace consumer survey,
38 percent of outdoor
consumers said they will
change their outdoor
recreation activities for
the continued future.1
These changes include
participating in more fitnessbased activities, diversifying
recreation activities and
utilizing public land spaces
more often. This is certainly
not new for Coloradans –
approximately 92 percent
of state residents recreate
in the outdoors at least
once every few weeks and
some four or more times per
week.2
1
Leave No Trace Phase I
Survey Summary, 2020
2
Statewide Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation Plan 2019

Equestrians out for a ride on Skyline Ridge Trail.

Equestrian use of the singletrack trails at the Park is minimal. No data is
collected regarding use of the equestrian-only trails, most notably the
Upper North Mesa Equestrian and Hiking Trail. No equestrians were
tallied on Viewline Trail in 2020; 23 horses were counted in 2019 – a
combination of equestrians and riderless horses being led either by a
mounted rider or a hiker.

USER DEMOGRAPHICS
Trail runners, walkers, hikers and equestrians are all encouraged to use
the Park, however, mountain bikers make up the biggest recreation
user group. In comments collected from the online survey, respondents
expressed satisfaction with the Park as a mountain bike destination and
91 percent of respondents indicated they most frequently experience
the Park by mountain biking. Research, however, suggests mountain
bikers are not equally represented in gender. National Interscholastic
Cycling Association (NICA) membership data backs up the gender gap.
At the Park, females make up only 22 percent of mountain bikers who
log their activity at the Park, according to user data obtained by Strava.
While Strava data use generalizations are limited because it is an optin user application, review of OST trail camera data from Cozyline Trail
similarly suggests a marked gender gap among mountain bikers. During
a one-week period – Monday, June 28 through Sunday, July 4, 2021 –
approximately 25 percent of riders were identified as female.

EQUITY AND INCLUSION
Statewide, a recreation priority is sustainable access, which includes
breaking down barriers to engaging people in outdoor recreation.12
The local key to this objective is enhancing efforts to engage those who
currently lack or have limited opportunities to participate in outdoor
recreation, building trust and supporting existing programs that are
working to bring equal access.
12

Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan, 2019
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Factors of equity and inclusion have implications for
open space and recreation management actions.
For example, gender, age, user type and skill level
can affect the ability of individuals to get outdoors
safely. At the Park, use is dominated by mountain
bikers and among that group, about one quarter of
users are female. There are also limited trails suited
for beginner mountain bikers aside from the soft
shoulder adjacent to Brush Creek Trail. Low-income
residents generally have fewer resources to get
outdoors, which elevates the importance of the Park's
connection to Aspen, Snowmass and downvalley
communities via public transportation. Additionally,
language and cultural barriers can affect the
communication of regulations or limit the accessibility
of information to get outdoors.

COMPLIANCE WITH RULES AND
REGULATIONS
Violations of the Park's rules and regulations have
been infrequent. The success of the Park is greatly
enhanced by the public's compliance. Over the last
five years, citations and warnings issued by rangers
have most frequently addressed violations of the
seasonal closure and dog prohibition by recreational
users. These violations are slight as a percentage of
overall use.
Most violations of the seasonal closure occur in May –
the 15 days leading up to the reopening of Park trails.
Between 5 and 10 violations have been documented
in all but one of the past five seasons on Viewline
Trail; 16 occurred in 2020. Violations in the heart of
the winter (December-February) occur infrequently –
one or two in some seasons and none at all in others.
Violations are most frequently observed on trail
cameras, though some are issued on site by rangers.
While the park is open, documented dog violations
on Viewline Trail numbered less than 15 annually
over the past five years. For the full list of rules and
regulations, see Section 4.

2.4 COMMERCIAL USE AND
EVENTS
The 2012 management plan for Sky Mountain Park
envisioned the potential for commercial and special
uses (events) evolving over time as trails were built
and the demand for such activities developed. The
plan included a provision for a permit system for
40
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A rider hits the trail on opening day at Sky
Mountain Park in 2019.

commercial equestrian uses, but none have occurred
since the plan’s adoption. The plan also called for
the development of permit guidelines for other
commercial uses and limited special uses (events)
organized by Pitkin County, the Town of Snowmass
Village and/or the City of Aspen, or by nonprofit
organizations. Nonprofit events are allowed if they
are consistent with the goals of the management plan
and do not impact natural resources.
Pitkin County now issues annual commercial permits
to a handful of operators offering mountain biking
instruction and has established a 6-person limit
(including the guide) on such groups. The Town of
Snowmass Village implemented a permit system in
2019; since the Park trails overlap the county/town
boundaries, permittees typically need to acquire
a permit from both entities. Commercial bicycling
operators are not permitted to use Seven Star Trail,
due to a restriction in the conservation easement.
Two nonprofits have made regular, annual use of
the park for athletic training/youth mountain biking
instruction in recent years; group size is capped at 8
people (including guide).
Portions of the Park have also been used for a
small number of trail-based events annually. The
nonprofit Aspen Cycling Club typically hosts one or
two races per season; there is no cap on the number
of participants. No commercial events using the
singletrack trails within the Park are allowed except

those that stay exclusively on trails solely within the
Town of Snowmass Village’s jurisdiction.
Some events that are commercial in nature, but that
donate a portion of their proceeds to a nonprofit,
have been permitted by Pitkin County. Park trails
within Pitkin County’s jurisdiction are not closed to
use by the general public during special events.

2.5 AGRICULTURE
Historically, agriculture was the main economic driver
in the Brush Creek Valley. Private parcels adjacent to
the Park along Brush Creek are still active agricultural
parcels today. Cozy Point South is managed for
agricultural use. The irrigation system for the property
is shared with the adjacent Cozy Point Ranch, whose
lessee manages and utilizes water rights tied to the
property for hay and alfalfa production.

HISTORICAL FEATURES
Little of the Brush Creek Valley’s rich farming heritage
remains at the Park. The most notable historic
feature, the “Hatch House,” is located in the valley
near the entrance to Snowmass Village and is easily
visible from Brush Creek Road. Other remains are
scattered throughout the Park.
A 2011 survey of Park properties revealed a couple
of log structures that were only a few logs high, a
wood stove, old farming equipment, stock tank, picnic
tables and benches.

Cozy Point South hay.
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3. PLANNING PROCESS 				
AND PUBLIC INPUT 				
3.1 PLANNING FRAMEWORK
The 2012 Management Plan laid the foundation for the management
of the Park's multi-jurisdictional properties. The 2021 update for Sky
Mountain Park builds on the previous plan; natural resource monitoring
and reports; evaluation of the current conditions and progress that has
been made toward implementing established management actions;
analysis of current trends and community needs; and public input
collected through community surveys, outreach events and partner/
stakeholder meetings. This planning effort supports the implementation
of ongoing projects and plans and advances new action items. This plan
is a near- to mid-range planning tool to budget for management actions
to preserve this place for future generations of people and wildlife.

PLANNING PROCESS
PUBLIC COMMENT AND BASELINE DATA COLLECTION
The first planning phase included a review of relevant plans and policies
and an evaluation of extensive natural resource and wildlife monitoring
reports and existing conditions. Additionally, public input was collected
through a community survey to better understand the community's
interests and use of the Park. Staff sought community feedback by
staffing outreach tables at key Park trailheads on opening day, May
16, 2021. A public survey was conducted from mid-May 2021 through
mid-June 2021. During this first outreach and data collection phase,
an interactive storymap was built and viewed over 1,300 times and an
online survey was promoted with responses collected from almost 665
community members. Complete survey responses are in Appendix C.
with highlights summarized in Section 3.4.

DRAFT PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC COMMENT
Utilizing the existing conditions data, reports and public input, staff
compiled a draft management plan with updated Action Items to guide
management of the Park. Management action items were reviewed with
partners from TOSV, COA and CPW. The first draft of the Management
Plan was presented to the Open Space and Trails Board for comment and
direction on August 19, 2021 prior to presenting the Plan to COA Open
Space Trails Board, the TOSV Parks, Open Space, Trails and Recreation
board and Pitkin County's Board of County Commissioners. Following the
reviews, the draft Management Plan was released for public comment.
Public comment was facilitated though an online survey during a
one month period beginning on September 17, 2021. OST advertised
the comment period with on-site posters, fliers and online outreach
efforts to highlight elements of the plan and encourage the public to
provide comments. Responses were collected from 139 community
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PARTNERS
PITKIN COUNTY OPEN
SPACE AND TRAILS
The role of OST is to
manage Sky Mountain
Park for multiple
purposes including,
but not limited to,
recreational, wildlife,
agricultural, scenic and
access purposes; and
to acquire, preserve,
develop, maintain
and manage trails for
similar purposes. OST
coordinates management
actions and contributes
maintenance staff
and funding across
jurisdictional boundaries
within Sky Mountain
Park.

CITY OF ASPEN PARKS
AND RECREATION
COA Parks and Recreation
is responsible for
Burlingame Ranch West
Conservation Easement
and was a funding
partner for the Park. COA
helps coordinate the
utilization of water rights
and haying operation
with their lessee on the
Cozy Point South parcel.

TOWN OF SNOWMASS
VILLAGE
TOSV Parks and
Recreation Department
is responsible for the
town’s open spaces
within the Park, which
include Upper North
Mesa, Hidden Valley and
Seven Star I.

Figure 4. Planning Process

Public Comment +
Data Collection
April 7 and May 5, 2021
Sky Mountain Park
Partner Meetings
May 15 - June 15, 2021
Public Comment Period
• Public Survey
• Opening Day of
Sky Mountain Park
Outreach Event
• Interactive Project
StoryMap

Draft Plan
Development
June to August 2021
Draft Plan Development
July 8, 2021
Partner Review of
Management Actions
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August 19, 2021
OSTB Review of Draft Plan

members. Complete survey responses are in Appendix D. with highlights
summarized in Section 3.4.

September 2021
Pitkin County BOCC, City
of Aspen OSTB, TOSV
POSTR & HSRB Review

During the public comment period, the interactive storymap was also
updated to include the revised rules and draft management actions. At
the conclusion of the comment period the StoryMap had received 2,150
views over the entirety of the planning process.

September 17, 2021
Draft Released for Public
Comment

FINAL PLAN REVISIONS AND ADOPTION

October 17, 2021
Public Comment Closes

Final Plan Revisions
and Adoption

Following the draft plan public comment period, staff discussed the
feedback received and updated the plan with recommended revisions
for Board review. The final plan is reviewed and adopted by the Open
Space and Trails Board (OSTB). The TOSV Parks, Open Space and Trails
board reviewed and made a recommendation to adopt to the Town of
Snowmass Village Town Council. Additionally, the plan is reviewed and
endorsed by the COA Open Space and Trails Board.

September - October
Draft Plan Revisions
November
OSTB to Adopt Final Plan
TOSV to Adopt Final Plan
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3.2 RELEVANT PLANS AND
POLICIES
STATE OF COLORADO
2019 STATEWIDE COMPREHENSIVE OUTDOOR
RECREATION PLAN (SCORP)
Every five years, Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW)
leads development of a comprehensive outdoor
recreation plan to maintain eligibility for funding
through the Land and Water Conservation Fund, and
to inform additional investments from other federal,
state, local and private programs. The 2019 plan is
the first time a Colorado SCORP considered both
conservation and recreation together as values that
are closely intertwined. The SCORP looked at current
and changing demographics and recreation trends
to help the outdoor recreation sector be culturally
relevant and respond to future shifts. This information
is particularly useful to local recreation providers.
Statewide surveys found Coloradans would prefer
recreation providers prioritize:
1. Long-term planning and management
2. Operation/maintenance of existing infrastructure

and facilities

3. Local, regional and statewide trails

SCORP priorities reflect the current trends,
opportunities and challenges facing Colorado’s
outdoor recreation resources. High levels of
involvement to create this plan were required from
outdoor recreation stakeholders. Relevant actions
include:
1. Sustainable Access and Opportunity – Ensure quality
access to Colorado’s outdoors for all of the state’s
communities and visitors.
2. Stewardship – Build Colorado’s commitment to
stewardship of the outdoors, improving recreation
infrastructure and promoting responsible use of the
environment.
3. Land, Water and Wildlife Conservation – Increase
a conservation ethic for Colorado’s outdoors and
promote landscape-scale conservation.

PITKIN COUNT Y
2012 SKY MOUNTAIN PARK MANAGEMENT PLAN
With public access solidified through land acquisitions
and the Park opening in 2011, the 2012 Sky Mountain
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Park Management Plan provided an important
foundational framework for long-term management
of the Park. A goal of the plan was to consistently
manage the 2,400-acre Park. The plan celebrated the
foresight shown by the local community to support a
high quality of life and preserve the area for wildlife
and public use.
The vision and goals in the first plan captured
common themes for the management of wildlife
habitat, recreation, ecological restoration and
education. Management actions were derived
from the vision created by community input and
scientific surveys at the Park. The actions that have
been accomplished are the result of partner/crossjurisdictional collaboration to protect and enhance
critical wildlife habitat and provide a world-class trail
system for the benefit of the public.

TITLE 12 OF THE PITKIN COUNTY CODE
All properties and trails managed by Pitkin County
Open Space and Trails are subject to the regulations
set forth in Title 12 of the Pitkin County Code.
Individual properties may be subject to additional
terms set forth in their respective management plans.

OPEN SPACE BOARD POLICY
Protection of Natural Biodiversity and
Management of Human Use (adopted in 2016)
This Open Space Board policy requires that human
uses on Open Space and Trails properties be
managed in a manner that preserves and protects
native biodiversity. The OST program seeks to rely
on the best available science to guide management
decisions, inform specialized habitat management
needs and identify opportunities to restore healthy,
natural functions in degraded habitats. Spatial or
temporal closures or other appropriate mitigation
strategies are supported to protect sensitive habitats
from recreational or agricultural impacts.

2014 PITKIN COUNTY OPEN SPACE AND TRAILS
SIGNAGE DESIGN GUIDELINES
The 2014 Signage Design Guidelines are an update
to the Trail Design and Management Handbook. The
update covers materials, graphics, types, templates,
installation and maintenance for signs on Pitkin
County Open Space and Trails properties.

2015 PITKIN COUNTY NORDIC TRAILS PLAN
The Nordic Plan guides the vision and implementation

of the Nordic system within Pitkin County. The Nordic
Plan contemplates future areas and routes for Nordic
skiing and prioritizes opportunities, considering
equipment and staff needs, as well as how an
expansion fits into the goal of creating a seamless
system. An identified opportunity noted in the plan
seeks to explore the potential for Nordic use along
Brush Creek Trail, which is currently closed in the
winter for the protection of wildlife.

2018 PITKIN COUNTY HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
In the Snowmass Village area, approximately 70
percent of the Snowmass-Wildcat Fire Protection
District is at higher risk for wildfire. This plan rates
the probability of future wildfire events as likely, with
a recurrence interval of 10 years or less (10-100%
chance in a given year).
The Pitkin County Hazard Mitigation Plan encouraged
the incorporation of recommended mitigation actions
into other local government planning mechanisms.
Relevant mitigation actions encourage efforts to
improve forest health, reduce fuel loads and create
defensible space within wildland-urban interface
areas.

2011 OTHER POWER DRIVEN MOBILITY DEVICES
(OPDMD) MANAGEMENT PLAN
The OPDMD Management Plan looked at trail
conditions in the Pitkin County system and designated
them as either open, closed or restricted for OPDMD
use. OST takes great pride in providing excellent
recreational opportunities in breathtaking settings
and works to make these opportunities accessible
when possible.
Brush Creek and Owl Creek paths are both
designated restricted for OPDMP use. Mobility
devices on these trails must fit the following
requirements: a) A width of 32 inches or less; b) A
design speed of 20 mph or less; c) Must be electrically
powered; d) Vehicle must weigh 60 pounds or less,
not including weight of rider. No designation is listed
for singletrack trails within the Park.

TOWN OF SNOWMASS VILLAGE
PARKS, OPEN SPACE, TRAILS, AND RECREATION
(POSTR) MASTER PLAN
TOSV Parks, Open Space, Trails and Recreation
Master Plan is a long-range plan to direct the future

of these community assets that are integral to the
town’s identity and quality of life. The plan provides
an inventory of existing conditions, analysis of the
trends, community priorities and the economic
value of elements of the POSTR system, and outlines
goals, recommendations and implementation
steps. The plan’s overall goals/objectives highlight
the importance of partnerships with the USFS,
Aspen Skiing Company, Pitkin County and others
to provide access to a broad system of recreational
opportunities. Goals specific to open space and
trails include celebrating the natural environment
and culture of the community; protecting, retaining
and minimizing fragmentation of wildlife habitats
in key use areas; and encouraging sustainable trail
design to ensure safety through design, education
and management, while providing separate facilities
where necessary.
Projects specific to Sky Mountain Park are identified
in the plan. The intent of these projects have been
completed or have been determined unnecessary.

CIT Y OF ASPEN
2017 COZY POINT RANCH MANAGEMENT PLAN
The 2017 Cozy Point Ranch Management Plan was
adopted by the City of Aspen to specifically address
the needs and vision for the city-owned and managed
Cozy Point Ranch. This parcel was a part of the first
SMP Management Plan, but has been separated
due to its specific management needs. The property
remains an important piece of the open space
landscape adjacent to the Park and preserves the
area’s ranching heritage, offering leases for locally
grown food production and equestrian facilities in
addition to protecting important natural resources.
Management actions are identified for general
site management, natural resources, equestrian
and agricultural activities, the archery range and
community access. The plan recommended assessing
the potential for a multi-use trail to serve as a
pedestrian/bike/equestrian crossing on Brush Creek
Road to connect Cozy Point Ranch to Cozy Point South
and the Brush Creek Park-and-Ride, though a 2014
engineering report looked at the feasibility of an
at-grade crossing in this location and cited a number
of concerns regarding safety and potential traffic
impacts.
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3.3 PARTNER COMMENTS
Staff met with partners at the Town of Snowmass
Village and City of Aspen Parks and Open Space at
two key points during the planning process. First, to
discuss current conditions and trends, and second,
to review the community survey results and identify
actions to support management of the Park now
and into the future. Additionally, staff engaged in
discussions about the Park with Colorado Parks and
Wildlife, Pitkin County Airport, Aspen Global Change
Institute, Roaring Fork Conservancy, Healthy Rivers
Board, and Roaring Fork Mountain Bike Association.
See Appendix D. for complete partner comments.

TOWN OF SNOWMASS VILLAGE
Staff presented the draft plan at the TOSV Parks,
Open Space, Trails and Recreation Board's September
2021 meeting. The Town provided a comment letter
supporting the management actions in the plan and
a continued commitment to shared management
responsibilities that will ensure the Park is carefully
protected and maintained.

CITY OF ASPEN
Staff presented the draft plan at the COA Open Space
and Trails Board's September 2021 meeting; the
Board voiced received unanimous support for the
Plan and its updated management actions.

COLORADO PARKS AND WILDLIFE
OST staff met with Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW)
in May 2021 to discuss the plan update. USFS, TOSV
and COA staff were also at the meeting. Of concern
to CPW is viable wildlife habitat for multiple species,
use of habitat, nocturnal recreation activity, new
trail construction and hunting opportunity. CPW is
currently conducting an elk study that covers SMP and
other nearby areas. When complete, results from this
study will be shared and OST will recommend actions
to support implementation. Some potential actions
based on study results may include: prioritization of
production areas, increased dog restrictions, change
in closure dates, etc. For example, Upper North Mesa
is an ungulate production area and prohibition of dogs
in this area may be recommended for consideration.
Expansion of trails and the construction of new trails
is not supported without detailed wildlife study and
discussions with wildlife experts. CPW and the USFS
are seeing more nocturnal wildlife activity in human
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recreation areas as a temporal behavior change.
Benefits to wildlife associated with predictable
human-use patterns is an impetus for instituting
a night-time use closure from dusk to dawn and
including a three-week buffer period between the
Park's opening date and the first allowed event.
In a letter of support, CPW acknowledged the
management actions ensure wildlife habitat is
disturbed at a minimal level and offer opportunities
to enhance existing habitat. While understanding
the potential safety concerns associated with the
current trail, concern was voiced regarding the Action
Item to separate uphill and downhill traffic on Airline
Trail because such a move has the potential to set a
precedent of separated-use trails. CPW maintained its
position on expanded trails, specifically in regard to
a connection between Ditchline and Cozyline trails. A
higher connection is recognized to have the potential
to fragment critical wildlife habitat if developed. The
Action Item in this Plan is to monitor the potential for
a lower connection and support collaboration with
private property owners. Should the opportunity
arise to pursue a trail in this location detailed wildlife
studies will be completed.

PITKIN COUNTY AIRPORT
The Aspen/Pitkin County Airport and OST have
maintained a partnership since the Airline Trail was
constructed on a portion of the Airport property,
well outside the aircraft zone, in 2013. The BOCC
allowed for certain trails to traverse Airport
property in Resolution No. 49-2013. In a May 2021
work session, OST and Airport staff affirmed the
potential for construction of a new climbing trail
in a proximate location to the existing Airline Trail.
Trail enhancements, like an observation area and
interpretive displays that celebrate aviation, were
supported by the Airport.

ASPEN GLOBAL CHANGE INSTITUTE (ACGI)
AGCI manages a research program that collects
ongoing data on soil moisture and weather conditions
and operates two stations in the Park. Long-term
research such as that carried out at the Park will be
of increasing value in understanding the region's
natural systems. In a comment letter, strong support
was voiced on the draft plan’s science-informed
management approaches. For the coming decade,
AGCI requests continued permission to access Park
properties and to access relevant studies and reports.

ROARING FORK CONSERVANCY
Open Space and Trails partners with the Roaring Fork
Conservancy to lead educational tours on various
properties like North Star and Filoha Meadows. Tours
have also been hosted at the Park. The Roaring Fork
Conservancy submitted a formal comment letter
supporting: maintaining and improving the integrity of
Brush Creek and associated riparian areas; education
and outreach programs; and, continued monitoring of
water-quality resources along Brush Creek, as well as
natural resources such as wildlife, vegetation, riparian
and wetland areas.

HEALTHY RIVERS BOARD
Staff presented the draft plan to the Healthy Rivers
and Streams Board, answered questions and
encouraged them to submit a formal comment letter.

ROARING FORK MOUNTAIN BIKE ASSOCIATION
Roaring Fork Mountain Bike Association (RFMBA),
is a chapter of the International Mountain Bicycling
Association (IMBA). RFMBA supports the near-term,
high-priority action to accomplish a parallel Airline
Trail route to separate uphill and downhill mountain
bike traffic. They are also interested in supporting
implementation efforts and providing funding toward
this trail. Further, the immediate designation of
Deadline Trail as a downhill, mountain bike-only trail
is supported with the recommendation of improved
signage at the top of the trail reminding riders to ‘preride, re-ride, free-ride’ to inform users that knowledge
and experience are key.
RFMBA supports the long-term, adaptive
management approach to address user conflicts

through researched best practices such as separateduse trails, directional trails, alternating-use days, and
other strategies if deemed necessary in the future.
Additionally, the organization supports the long-term
action item to monitor the potential connection
between Ditchline and Cozyline and encourages a
study of the related wildlife issues.

3.4 PUBLIC OUTREACH
OUTREACH AND EVENTS
Opening day at the Park generally receives high
recreation user turnout, especially if it lands on a
weekend. On Sunday, May 16, 2021, OST staffed
outreach tables at Snowmass Town Park and the
Airline Trailhead to intercept users accessing the
Park via these two locations. The majority of those
intercepted were mountain bikers. An estimated
150 fliers were distributed with a QR code to the
interactive StoryMap and community online survey.
ArcGIS StoryMaps help communicate the story of
places with custom maps, text and photos (Figure 5).
The intent of the StoryMap was to create awareness
of management accomplishments since 2012 and
the natural resource and recreation conditions that
exist now because of those efforts. Maps and photos
were used as an integral part of communicating the
Park attributes and spatial relationships. In total, the
Park's StoryMap had 2,150 views during the planning
process. Going forward, staff will be able to use this
tool to update the community on the implementation
progress of the Management Action Items (Section 4)
contained in this plan.
Figure 5. Screenshot from the Interactive StoryMap

STORYMAP HIGHLIGHTS

2,150
ONLINE
VIEWS

YOUR PARK,
YOUR PLAN
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COMMUNITY SURVEY
Participation in the initial online community survey, advertised from
May 15 to June 15, 2021, was high: 665 total participants responded
to the survey. More than 600 write-in comments to open-ended
questions were collected within the online survey. OST developed the
survey to understand resident and visitor general patterns of use at the
Park (preferred activities, frequency of use, access points, etc.), what
attributes of the Park are most valued, and what community members
believe is working well or in need of change. Because recreational use
of the Park has risen steadily since its public opening, and COVID-19
brought a marked increase, it was timely for staff to understand some of
the trends and concerns.
Results provide insight from community members who elected to
participate in the planning process and represent users, neighbors,
and people who want to protect the wildlife and scenic views and the
experience of this recreation destination. Respondents spanned the
Roaring Fork Valley: 35 percent of respondents from Aspen; 21 percent
from Snowmass Village; and, collectively 35 percent represented
the downvalley communities of Basalt (15%), Carbondale (14%) and
Glenwood Springs (6%). Less than half a percent of visitors responded
to the survey. The survey represents adult age groups, with the most
responses from users ages 31 to 40 (30%), 41 to 50 (26%), and 51 to 60
(22%). Seniors ages 61 and over represented 14 percent of respondents.
Young adults ages 20 to 30 provided 7 percent of responses and only a
handful of responses came from those under age 19.
General Use Patterns
The survey respondents participate most frequently in mountain
biking at the Park (91%). Other activities that respondents choose to
experience the Park include: trail running (3%), walking/hiking (2%),
horseback riding (2%). Very few responses came in from residents who
experience the Park most frequently by either cycling on paved trails or
wildlife viewing.
During the Park's season, many of the survey respondents visit often:
a few times a week (38%) or once a week (27%). Less than 2 percent of
respondents visit once per season. The Park is accessed by users most
often without the use of a vehicle. More than 58 percent of survey
respondents are accessing the Park by bike and 4 percent by foot. While
51 percent of respondents travel to the Park by car, no survey comments
expressed parking issues.

4.5 Star
Average
Rating

During a typical visit to Sky Mountain Park, survey respondents
rated their experience with 4 and one-half stars.
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SURVEY PARTICIPATION
Total Survey Respondents
665 individuals
Top 3 User Groups Represented
1. Mountain Bikers 91%
2. Trail Runners
3%
3. Hikers		
2%
Visitation Patterns of Respondents
38%
27%
22%
6%
4%
2%
>1%

A few times a week
About once a week
A few times a month
A few times per season
About once a month
About once per season
Never

ACCESSING
THE PARK
By Bike
58%
By Foot
4%
By Car
51%
MOST-USED
PARKING AREAS
Snowmass Town Park
Brush Creek Park and Ride
Buttermilk Parking Lot
Tom Blake Trailhead
Cozy Point Ranch 		

57%
37%
28%
20%
3%

Respondents by Age
Under 19 0.5% Ages 41-50 26%
Ages 20-30 7% Ages 51-60 22%
Ages 31-40 30% Over 61
14%
Respondents Spanned the Valley
Aspen
		
35%
Snowmass Village
21%
Downvalley		
35%
(Basalt, Carbondale, Glenwood Springs)

Park Experience
Out of a 5-star rating scale, the Park received a 4.5star rating from respondents based on a typical visit.
Asked to offer details (things that work well or things
that could be improved) or provide any comments
about what they'd like to see in the future for this
area, respondents provided 325 write-in comments.
All comments were reviewed and tagged by staff to
identify themes. Just under half of all the written
comments to this open-ended question included a
request for directional trails and nearly 20 percent
specifically identified Airline Trail.
Park Character and Expectations
Survey participants were asked to indicate the level
of importance of eight Park attributes (identified
by staff) on a scale from very important, important,
somewhat important to not important. How well each
current condition meets expectations was asked on a
scale of exceeds expectations, meets expectations or
does not meet expectations. Write-in comments were
permitted to add detail to this question; 302 writein comments were received and tagged by staff to
identify themes.
Natural Resources
The Park’s natural setting ranked high; beauty and
protection of scenic views was identified as very

important or important to the most respondents
(90%), and protection of wildlife habitat and natural
resources followed close behind (86%). Notably,
98 percent of respondents believe that the current
condition of beauty and scenic views meets or
exceeds expectations. And, 90 percent believe wildlife
habitat and natural resource conditions meet or
exceed expectations.
Trails
In terms of trails, respondents placed importance
(very important or important) on trail type and
variety (88%) and level of trail difficulty (72%).
Reactions were mixed on the current condition of
trail types, variety and level of difficulty. While 63
percent of respondents agree trail type and variety
meets or exceeds expectations, 28 percent do not
feel they meet expectations. Level of trail difficulty
meets or exceeds the expectations of 69 percent of
respondents but does not meet the expectations of
20 percent. Additionally, write-in requests for more
trails were received. In particular, advanced trails and
more beginner trails were requested.
User Safety
Trail safety and user conflicts were identified as very
important or important by 83 percent of respondents,
however, of all attributes, respondents felt this

Ranked in order below are the Park attributes survey Respondents thoughts on current conditions of
Chart Title
respondents indicated were most important
Park attributes

1

Beautyof
/ Protection
of Scenic Views
Beauty / Protection
Scenic Views

2

Trail Type and Variety

Trail Type and Variety

3

Protection
of Wildlife
Habitat
andResources
Natural Resources
Wildlife Habitat
and
Natural

4

Trail Safety / User Conflicts
Trail Safety / User Conflicts

5

and Connectivity
Easy
Access andAccess
Connectivity
/ Easy to/get
toto get to

6

Level of Trail Difficulty

7

Signage and Wayfinding Signage and Wayfinding

8

andofInclusivity
of Trail Users
Diversity andDiversity
Inclusivity
Trail Users

Level of Trail Difficulty

0%
Exceeds expectations

Meets expectations

20%

Does not meet expectations

40%

60%

80%

100%

I don’t know, I haven’t thought about it
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attribute least met expectations (42%). Write-in comments addressing
safety numbered 23 percent of total comments received to this openended question. 47 percent of write-in comments requested directional
trails and about 12 percent of write-in comments supported separateduse trails. Write-in comments addressing use of e-bikes in the Park
totaled more in support of the current OST policy to prohibit e-bikes
than changing the policy to permit e-bikes.
Connectivity and Access
Ease of getting to the Park, by way of access points and connectivity,
was very important or important to 81 percent of respondents. Most
respondents agree this current condition meets or exceeds expectations.
Write-in comments addressing connectivity of trails totaled 12 percent of
comments received. These comments focused on the need for internal
Park connectivity (i.e. loop trails). Suggestions included a soft-surface
trail from Ditchline to the Brush Creek Park and Ride, Skyline Ridge loop
trail, and a lower Airline-to-Cozyline connection. A route from the Brush
Creek Park and Ride to the Airport Business Center was also mentioned
in 6 percent of the comments received – many recognizing this as a
viable alternative to connect Cozyline with Aspen. Enhanced Aspen
connections to Butterline were also mentioned.
Signage and Education
Signage and wayfinding was very important or important to 56% percent
of respondents. Most respondents agree what currently exists meets
or exceeds expectations. Write-in comments addressing signage and
education totaled 10 percent of comments received. Requests included
additional signs denoting Deadline as a directional trail and more signage
educating users on right-of-way etiquette.
Diversity and Inclusivity
Just half of respondents identified diversity and inclusivity of trail users
as very important or important (50%). Twenty-nine percent believe this
attribute to be somewhat important and 15 percent believe it is not
important. In the Park’s current condition, only 4 percent of respondents
believe diversity and inclusivity is exceeding expectations. Most believe
it to be meeting expectations, however, of all the attributes respondents
were asked to rate, diversity and inclusivity was the attribute
respondents most often said was not addressed by the plan, or said they
didn't know if it was addressed.
Events
Since 2012, OST has permitted a limited number of non-commercial
events on a case-by-case basis in the Park. The events that have taken
place have included annual Aspen Cycling Club weeknight races, Aspen
Ski Company's Snowmass 50, and a handful of other trail-based events
over the years. Trails have remained open to the public during these
events. The preference of respondents is to maintain the limited number
of events (59%).
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LOOKING AHEAD
The Park’s natural setting
is important. Beauty and
protection of scenic views was
identified as very important or
important to nearly all survey
respondents and protection
of wildlife habitat and natural
resources followed close
behind. Current conditions of
these attributes meet or exceed
expectations.
Trail safety and user conflicts
were cited by 41 percent of
respondents as not meeting
expectations.
Over 625 write-in responses
to open-ended community
survey questions were received.
Respondents provided details
about what is needed to
improve the Park in the future.
Below are the major themes
pulled from survey responses
and public comment that
informed the Management
Actions of this plan update:

1. Consideration of Directional
Trails to increase safety for
user groups, i.e. mountain
bikers, hikers/trail runners and
equestrians.
2. Address User Conflicts and
safety.
3. Connectivity of trails system
including interior loop trails and
ties to greater area trails system.
4. Educate Users on trail
etiquette and enforce rules.
5. Skills Progression Accommodate all ages and
abilities from beginner to
advanced.

DRAFT PLAN PUBLIC COMMENT

The Draft Management Plan was released for public
comment on September 17, 2021 and comments
were received for a one-month period advertised
from September 17 to October 17, 2021. In total, 139
members of the public responded to the draft plan
comment survey and, within that survey, 86 writeinChart
comments
Title were received. The survey permitted
respondents to rate whether the draft management
c Views actions address different attributes of the Park and
a comment box allowed the public to share their
comments on the draft action items supported or
Variety recommend changes or additions that should be
considered for the final plan.

sources

In general, more than half of all those who rated the
draft plan felt the management actions address each
Conflicts of the different attributes of the Park and the majority
of write-in comments were supportive of the plan's
o get to actions. Respondents agreed that the management
actions will serve to protect the beauty of the Park
and its scenic views as well as wildlife habitat and
ifficulty
natural resource values. Just over half of respondents
agreed that the management actions would decidedly

address level of trail difficulty, trail type and variety,
while some respondents felt more can be done
to advance these elements of the trail system as
expressed in the written comments. The written
comments included requests for both more beginner
and advanced trails as well as additional directional
trails.
In response to these findings, it is important to
consider that the intermediate network of trails at
the Park is largely a result of the available terrain and
should be considered in the context of the larger area,
which offers opportunities for more difficult riding.
Proximate to the Park are numerous advanced trails
both on public lands and at the Snowmass mountain
bike park.

Trail safety and user conflicts were thought to
be addressed, or somewhat addressed, by most
participants. Just under 9 percent of respondents
did not agree that enough was considered in the
management actions. Fifty-six percent of the written
comments specifically called attention to benefits
that would come from a directional Airline Trail to
separate uphill and downhill mountain bike traffic,
yfinding
citing the added safety improvements. Within the
write-in comments received, nearly one-quarter
supported the further study of additional directional
ail Users Survey Responses: Do the Draft Management
designations. Just a handful requested this change
Actions address the following attributes of Sky
for Seven
Star Trail. Seven Star and other two-way
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
120%
Mountain
Park?
Chart Title
trails
within
the Park accommodate both directions of
Yes
Somewhat
No
I don’t know
mountain bike travel as well as foot travel. When trails
are converted or designed as downhill trails, they
Views
Beauty / Protection of Scenic Views
exclude other user groups who also enjoy use of the
Park. OST has the responsibility to support multiple
ariety
Trail Type and Variety
uses within the Park as well as protect natural
resource values by limiting habitat fragmentation that
ources
Wildlife Habitat and Natural Resources
can occur with the addition of new trails.

1
2

3

nflicts

4 Trail Safety / User Conflicts

get to

5 Access and Connectivity / Easy to get to

ficulty

6 Level of Trail Difficulty

nding

7 Signage and Wayfinding

Users

8 Diversity and Inclusivity of Trail Users
0%

20%
Yes

40%
Somewhat

60%
No

80%
I don’t know

About 10 percent of write-in responses to the survey
commented on the Park's e-bike regulations, either
in support of their continued exclusion from the SMP
trail system (and calling for increased enforcement)
or advocating for e-bikes to be allowed. OST staff
maintains that the Park is not the appropriate place
for a one-off policy allowing for e-bikes on singletrack
trails. Rather, a systemwide approach will be taken if a
change is warranted in the future. A web application
has been developed to inform e-bike users of trails
where e-bikes are permitted.
100%

120%
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4. MANAGEMENT
Actions listed in this plan update build on those from
2012 (see Appendix C) and are guided by community
priorities determined through public outreach.
Where possible, management actions and associated
projects look to simultaneously advance multiple
benefits to natural resources, recreation, education,
stewardship and maintenance. In the following pages,
updated park rules are outlined and management
actions are listed with descriptions of the Desired
Outcomes. Where appropriate, the proposed steps
toward progress are stated below each action.

4.1 REGULATIONS AND POLICIES
Regulations of use and commercial/special-use
policies seek to protect biodiversity and maintain
natural resource values, while allowing public
recreational access.

TITLE 12
Title 12, Section-04-030 of the Pitkin County code
outlines the “Rules Regarding Public Use of Pitkin
County Open Space and Trails Program” including, but
not limited to:

WHY DOES THE PARK CLOSE SEASONALLY?
Seasonal closures protect ungulate migration
corridors, wintering wildlife from disturbance
during the most critical times of year, and spring
reproduction activity. Human activity during
closure times can cause severe stress to deer
and elk, when any unnecessary movement can
deplete these animals’ fat stores to dangerous
levels. OST works with CPW and area wildlife
biologists to determine if data, conditions, and/
or wildlife use patterns necessitate extended
closures or allow earlier openings. During
closures, administrative access is minimized
as much as possible, but may be allowed for
research and/or natural resource and wildlife
management purposes, and enforcement. The
public is to be commended for compliance with
this closure!
Looking Ahead: CPW is conducting an elk
study that covers SMP and other nearby areas.
Potential actions based on study results may
include: prioritization of production areas,
increased dog restrictions, change in closure
dates, etc.

• no camping,

WHY ARE DOGS RESTRICTED?

• no hunting,

Prohibiting dogs or requiring leashing of dogs
protects both large and small mammals as
well as nesting birds from disturbance. Dog
restrictions protect vegetation from being
trampled, keep all use contained on trails,
prevent dog poop waste problems, and
minimize negative impacts on wildlife.

• no campfires,
• no entry into closed areas,
• no discharging of firearms,
• no fireworks,
• no littering, no harassment of wildlife, etc.
These rules apply to all Open Space assets unless
otherwise superseded by easement language,
management plans or other board direction.
The following regulations and policies are applicable
to SMP, in addition to regulations found in Title 12.

Seasonal closures
in effect at Sky
Mountain Park.
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PARK REGULATIONS
1. Seasonal closure in effect from December 1 – May 15
to all recreational use. Exceptions to this closure are
Highline and Lowline, which stay open year-round.
Public access is prohibited in late fall during the fourth
rifle season for the annual hunt (Action Item 1.9).
2. No dogs are allowed. The exception is leashed dogs
are permitted on Rim Trail North, Upper North Mesa
Hiking and Equestrian Trail, Highline and Lowline, and
the paved Brush Creek Trail.
3. The Park is closed from dusk to dawn (Action Item 2.4).
4. No motorized use on trails, including e-bikes and onewheels.
5. Certified weed-free hay required for horses using
equestrian trails (Action Item 2.7).
6. Memorial and commemorative opportunities are not
allowed on county OST parcels.

SPECIAL-USE POLICIES
1. Non-commercial special use (i.e. events) not
conducted under the auspices of Open Space and
Trails are limited to a group size of 70. Non-commercial
applicants are defined as having 501(c)(3) status.
2. Non-commercial, instructional mountain biking, hiking
and trail running is allowed with a permit from OST.
Group size is limited to eight individuals, including the
guide/instructor.

COMMERCIAL-USE POLICIES
1. Commercially guided mountain biking, hiking and trail
running are allowed. Operators must secure a permit
from both Pitkin County Open Space and Trails and the
Town of Snowmass Village. Group size, including the
guide/instructor, is limited to six people.
2. Commercial equestrian operations are limited to
the Upper North Mesa Equestrian and Hiking Trail.
The Town of Snowmass Village is the sole permitting
authority for commercial use of the Equestrian Trail.
3. Commercial events that utilize Pitkin County OST
parcels will be permitted annually.
» A limit of two commercial events that utilize
Pitkin County OST parcels/trails will be permitted
annually.
» Events will not be permitted within three weeks of
Park opening for the benefit of wildlife.
» Participation in commercial events utilizing Pitkin
County OST trails is capped at 100 individuals.
» A commercial event must begin and conclude
during daylight hours. Events utilizing Pitkin County
OST trails may not span more than one day.
» Commercial events are limited to mountain biking
and trail running/walking.
4. Applications for commercial events must be received
by April 15 of each year.
» In the event more than two commercial events are
proposed, the Town of Snowmass Village will select
which two events are allowed to proceed and issue
permits in consultation with Open Space and Trails
and, if applicable, the City of Aspen and U.S. Forest
Service.
» If no applications are received by April 15, no
commercial special use will be permitted in that
year.

A park kiosk posts rules and provides
map for visitors.

5. Pitkin County OST and the Town of Snowmass Village
have the discretion to close trails to the general public
during a commercial event. Trails will not be closed to
the public during non-commercial special events.
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Survey respondents place HIGH
importance on the Park's natural setting
Beauty and protection of scenic views was identified as very important or important to the
most respondents and protection of wildlife habitat and natural resources was the second
most important attribute.
Nearly all of the respondents believe that the current condition of beauty and scenic views
meets or exceeds expectations, while most believe wildlife habitat and natural resource
conditions meet or exceed expectations.

4.2 MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Natural resource studies conducted since the 2012 plan show that
current recreational use is not negatively impacting natural resources
within the Park. Seasonal recreational use is restricted to trails, and while
the intensity of use has increased, this has not led to an increase in the
areal extent of impact on natural resources, and violations to seasonal
closures remain minimal. As a result, many of the natural resource action
items represent a continuation of current stewardship efforts, with a
focus on actions that promote biodiversity and ecosystem resilience. The
following management action items will be pursued and guided by the
best available science.

ACTION 1.
Passively maintain geomorphological integrity of Brush Creek in
conjunction with beaver activity.
Desired Outcome: Active or aggressive interventions (i.e. in-channel
structural modifications) are not needed to maintain channel form
dynamics or ecological function at this time, and come with high costs
and uncertain outcomes. Beavers (or beaver dam analogs) are a more
passive, yet significant driver of channel complexity that mediate
channel incision, increase channel and floodplain complexity, slow water,
increase infiltration and bolster late-season streamflow.
Proposed Steps:
□ Monitor for and encourage beaver activity, and avoid any beaver
removal or culling activities. Problems arising from beavers will be
addressed via partnership with affected partner and CPW.
□ Where beavers may interfere with water-diversion infrastructure,
promote use of and maintain ‘beaver-deceivers’ and other deterrents
that discourage beaver dam construction at a given location.
□ If signs of channel incision increase and/or no beaver activity is
observed in the area for several years, OST may pursue the design
and installation of beaver dam analogs.
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OST APPROACH TO
NATURAL RESOURCES
The overall philosophy and
approach to managing the
Park’s natural resources now,
and in the future, is to foster
resiliency of the natural
ecosystem – support the
health and function of local
ecosystems so that native
flora, fauna and natural
processes can persist and
adapt in a changing world.
OST will continue to collect
natural resource data as
needed within the Park to
inform management actions
with the best available
science, monitor outcomes
and impacts, and adapt
actions as appropriate.

ACTION 2.

ACTION 4.

Restore old ponds to riparian habitat.

Explore opportunities to increase or establish
a buffer between trails and sensitive aquatic
resources.

Desired Outcome: Greater ecological integrity and
resilience is fostered through native vegetation
enhancement and reflects responsible water
infrastructure management.
Proposed Steps:
□ Continue implementation of the pond restoration
project.
□ Increase presence of native upland, riparian and
wetland plant communities in buffer between
road/paved trail and Brush Creek.
□ Develop a maintenance/monitoring plan to
address weed control, plant mortality, irrigation
maintenance and monitoring success.

ACTION 3.
Improve "at-risk" riparian and aquatic resources.
Desired Outcome: Structural diversity is added with
woody vegetation to bolster bank cohesion and
provide connectivity in riparian shrub habitat along
Brush Creek. Cattail encroachment is prevented, and
fen functionality is maintained as a carbon sink and
wetland resource.

Desired Outcome: Aquatic resources are protected
from erosion, compaction and/or disturbance, making
the site less susceptible to weed establishment, as
well as minimizing the vectors for noxious weeds
into these areas. Human-wildlife conflicts and
disturbances are also minimized, including moosehuman conflicts, as moose populations increase in the
area.
Proposed Steps:
□ Review distance from trails and heavy-use areas
to sensitive aquatic resources and identify impacts
(erosion, compaction, weeds, wildlife conflict,
etc.)
□ Wherever possible, re-align trails to be located
away from aquatic resources.

Brush Creek banks lack woody vegetation.

Proposed Steps:
□ Plant additional riparian shrubs and trees, via
plantings and/or cuttings, along Brush Creek
where needed, such as the stretch of bank near
the historic cabin that currently lacks woody
vegetation.
□ Control cattail encroachment at the fen on Upper
North Mesa in favor of the native sedges to
maintain fen functionality.
Old agricultural ponds previously dominated by invasive reed
canarygrass are being restored to native habitat

Brush Creek Beaver
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ACTION 5.

ACTION 7.

Enhance old pasturelands with native sagebrush
plant communities.

Assess forest health across the Park and local
landscape to identify priorities for future foresthealth improvement projects.

Desired Outcome: The value of the abandoned
agricultural pasturelands for wildlife is improved,
connectivity of native plant communities increases,
and a trajectory toward more native plant
communities that build healthier soil is established.
Proposed Steps:
□ Continue implementation and monitoring of
the sagebrush restoration research project and
testplots.
□ Use results to inform sagebrush restoration
efforts.

ACTION 6.
Continue mechanical treatment of mature Gambel
oak to improve wildlife habitat.
Desired Outcome: The reintroduction of disturbance
creates a mosaic of shrubland habitat with diverse
age-class and structure, which supports greater
biodiversity, improves wildlife habitat and reduces
wildfire fuels.

Desired Outcome: Potential wildfire fuel loads are
reduced and improvements are made to wildlife
habitat. Implementation of treatments staggered over
many years increases habitat complexity and mimics
natural disturbance regime. This assessment may be
accomplished through a larger, systemwide forest
health assessment and management plan that would
span a number of OST properties.
Proposed Steps:
□ Identify areas of decadent forest vegetation in the
Park and environs to receive thinning treatment
for fuels reduction and habitat enhancement.
□ Work with consultants and forest experts to
map decadence, define treatment boundaries,
prescribe methodologies, and determine priorities
and implementation timelines.
□ Follow all fire or mechanical treatments with
weed assessments and control as necessary.

Proposed Steps:
□ Implement treatment on slopes identified on
the south side of Park as continuation of habitat
improvement projects in the area.
Bag of local sagebrush seed to be
used in 2021 restoration.
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Sagebrush seedlings grown from seed collected locally by
OST. Source: Upper Colorado Environmental Plant Center.

ACTION 8.
Control noxious weeds as required by the State of
Colorado.

Elk graze on spring greens on
Skyline Ridge.

Desired Outcome: State-listed noxious weeds are
controlled to prevent them from outcompeting
native plants for space, light, water and/or nutrients,
reducing quality of plant communities, leaving less
valuable forage for wildlife, interrupting native
pollinator relationships with native plants, changing
soil dynamics, etc., and changing ecosystem
processes/functions.
Proposed Steps:
□ Continue to include SMP as a part of annual weedcontrol contract.
□ Monitor noxious weed presence to evaluate
control efforts over time. OST and partners will
work together to identify any major infestations
and/or new vectors and prioritize control efforts
accordingly.

ACTION 9.
Continue the elk hunting program/lottery at Sky
Mountain Park with a modification to allow hunting
from trails.*
Desired Outcome: Hunting pressure increases elk
movement rates in the absence of natural predators
and prevents a refuge effect in the Park that could
damage vegetative resources and habitat for multiple
species. The hunt provides a unique opportunity for
hunters to experience the open space.
Proposed Steps:
□ Continue to collaborate with CPW on this
program, which began in 2014. CPW is studying
the elk populations that use the Park, and will
provide results and recommendations to OST
when the study is complete.
□ Allow five hunters with fourth-season rifle cow
tags access to hunt within previously established
hunt boundaries.
□ Review recommendations from CPW for a
weighted lottery that prioritizes selection of
youths, veterans and/or other under-served,
under-represented groups.
*The full details for this program including the hunt
boundaries and the rules/regulations required for
participation can be found by contacting Pitkin County OST.
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Survey respondents rate their experience at the Park 4.5-stars
Trail type, variety and level of trail difficulty are important
to the majority of respondents. Also important is trail
safety and user conflicts, but, in the Park's current
condition, nearly half of respondents felt this attribute
least met expectations. Directional trails were requested
by almost half of responses to an open-ended question.

RECREATION MANAGEMENT
The Park's terrain lends itself to intermediate-level trails with
opportunities for more advanced and beginner trails available in the
Snowmass and Aspen zones. New trail development included in this plan
is focused on strategic improvements that seek to address the public's
safety concerns and provide opportunities to diversity the user groups
who access the park (e.g. accommodating hikers), while maintaining
as much unfragmented habitat as possible. The Park has a high rate of
compliance with the rules and regulations that guide public use. TOSV's
contribution of rangers and staff in addition to OST ranger enforcement
is important to compliance. The following Management Action Items
have been informed by community feedback through this plan process.

ACTION 1.
Construct an additional route as close as possible to existing trails and
roads to separate uphill from downhill mountain bike traffic on Airline
Trail.*
Desired Outcome: Public concerns of safety and user conflicts are
addressed by the addition of a trail to separate uphill and downhill use.
Proposed Steps:
□ Maintain lower Airline from the Owl Creek Trail to Owl Creek as
bidirectional as this area is important wildlife and wetland habitat.
□ Construct additional trail and designate use. Uphill trail allows uphill
mountain biking and bi-directional foot traffic. Downhill trail allows
only downhill mountain biking.
□ Installation of appropriate signage.
*The portion of this trail on Airport property is subject to future airport
improvement and would be relocated if needed at county expense.

ACTION 2.
Install airport observation area and interpretive display.
Desired Outcome: The partnership with the airport is demonstrated
through a display that celebrates aviation.
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OST APPROACH TO
RECREATION
Unprecedented growth in
outdoor recreation and user
safety concerns coupled
with the ever-critical needs
of wildlife for undeveloped
and undisturbed areas
make informed, sensitive
recreation management
imperative.

Existing picnic table along Skyline Ridge
provides a resting point.

ACTION 3.
Formally designate Deadline Trail as a downhill-only
mountain bike trail and install signage/update OST
maps.
Desired Outcome: Hiking is separated from downhill
mountain bike use on Deadline Trail, reducing user
conflicts and alleviating public safety concerns.

ACTION 4.
Implement Park closure from dusk to dawn.
Desired Outcome: Limit temporal behavior changes
in nocturnal wildlife activity within human recreation
areas associated with impacts of increased visitation.
Wildlife is benefited by predictable human-use
patterns.

ACTION 5.
Maps, kiosks and trail signage will be updated to reflect downhill,
mountain bike-only use on Deadline.

Review best management practices and use patterns
from recreation providers and land managers
addressing user conflicts through separated-use
trails, directional trails, alternating use days, and
other strategies.
Desired Outcome: User experience is monitored and,
if ever warranted, best management practices will
inform a toolkit of potential strategies to proactively
manage trail use to ensure that increased use does
not create unsafe conditions or exclude/dissuade
interested user groups from accessing the Park.

ACTION 6.
Install seating area made of natural materials at the
top of Viewline Trail.
Desired Outcome: Park amenities enhanced for users.

ACTION 7.
Implement a policy to mandate use of certified
weed-free hay on equestrian trails.
Desired Outcome: Spread of invasive weed species is
mitigated.
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Figure 6. Ditchline to Cozyline Connection Study Area. Indicates 2021 Property Ownership condition and important unfragmented wildlife
habitat across the north facing slopes of Sky Mountain Park.

ACTION 8.

ACTION 9.

Monitor the potential to provide a lower singletrack
connection between Ditchline and Cozyline trails.

Acknowledge SMP in the context of regional trail
connectivity and work with partners on future trail
improvements.

Desired Outcome: A lower singletrack trail may fulfill
the public's interest in providing beginner trails and
facilitating additional singletrack loop opportunities.
A trail alignment that traverses the upper hillside is
in conflict with the wildlife and habitat goals for the
Park, as it would significantly impact intact habitat
that is used by wildlife year-round. A lower alignment,
along the toe of the slope, may be feasible in the
future but is currently impeded by private property.
Proposed Steps:
□ Monitor the possibility for a lower trail along
the toe of the slope. Public comment reflects a
desire for this connection. However, at this time a
connection is not feasible due to private property
interests and potential wildlife constraints (Figure
6).
□ If a future opportunity arises, targeted studies,
best available science and discussions with CPW
would be required to assess potential impacts to
wildlife.
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Desired Outcome: The importance of regional
trail connectivity and partnerships is prioritized,
aligning with the SCORP statewide survey findings of
Coloradans’ prioritization preferences for connectivity
of local, regional and statewide trails.
Proposed Steps:
□ Routine coordination with partners.
□ Collaboration on trail improvements.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
Many of the education and outreach action items represent a
continuation of current safety and education efforts, with a focus on
actions that promote trail user etiquette and building a culture of
belonging by actively inviting the contribution and participation of all
people. The following management action items will be pursued and
guided by best practices.

ACTION 1.
Implement a trail safety and etiquette campaign.
Desired Outcome: Increased user awareness and compliance with trail
etiquette.
Proposed Steps:
□ Design of eye-catching and informative signs.
□ Temporary installation of signs during campaign period.
□ Publication of Trail-Talk articles on the topic of etiquette.

ACTION 2.
Provide interpretive signage to communicate restoration and habitat
improvement projects.
Desired Outcome: Trail users are educated about the natural resources
and restoration projects they see while using the Brush Creek Trail.

More right-of-way and
trail etiquette signage.

Signage and
wayfinding was
very important or
important to about
half of respondents.
Most agreed this
current condition
meets or exceeds
expectations.
Comments related
to safety included
requests for
additional signage
educating users on
right-of-way etiquette
and rules.

Proposed Steps:
□ Production and installation of moveable kiosk.
□ Production and installation of interpretive signage related to
restoration projects, updated over the years as needed.

ACTION 3.
Increase joint coordination of OST notifications via text messages and
emails related to events.
Desired Outcome: Communication of events and closures to Park users is
increased.

ACTION 4.
Coordinate public education opportunities such as birding hikes and
other natural resource tours with Roaring Fork Conservancy (RFC),
Aspen Center for Environmental Studies (ACES), or similar groups.
Desired Outcome: Park use among a variety of recreation user groups
(such as non-mountain bikers) and age groups is promoted. Participation
is incentivized by permitting some limited off-trail use for educational
tours.
Proposed Steps:
□ Program development and delivery.
□ Public participation.
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ACTION 5.
Encourage use of the Park among under-represented user groups and
members of the community.
Desired Outcome: A greater diversity of Park users access and enjoy the
Park through expanded experiences and increased awareness.
Proposed Steps:
□ Explore opportunities and avenues to connect directly with the local
Latinx community.
□ Increased bilingual Park outreach and advertisements on Spanishspeaking radio stations, in newspapers and other outlets
□ Develop and/or grow partnerships with groups that will implement
programs targeted at women, girls, and bilingual or Spanish-speaking
audiences.

AGRICULTURE MANAGEMENT
ACTION 1.
Cozy Point South will continue to be managed by the City of Aspen's
Cozy Point Ranch lessee. Responsibilities include irrigation, crop
production (currently hay) and noxious weed control.
Desired Outcome: The productive local agriculture and bucolic landscape
is preserved.
Cozy Point South irrigation.
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OST APPROACH TO
STEWARDSHIP

MONITORING AND STEWARDSHIP
Continue to monitor and collect natural resource data as needed within
the Park to inform and adapt management actions using the best
available information.

ACTION 1.
Continue to support Aspen Global Change Institute's (AGCI) soilmonitoring stations.
Desired Outcome: Collaborative partnership with AGCI is maintained to
monitor and interpret data.
Proposed Steps:
□ Continue hosting two soil-moisture monitoring stations within the
Park and allow associated research access.
□ Use station data to monitor the impacts of climate change and/or
management practices on long-term soil moisture dynamics and
vegetation.

Stewardship will include
best management practices
in project-specific work and
across the Park including,
but not limited to: integrated
pest management for
invasive-species control;
minimizing use of herbicides
where and when appropriate
such as during songbird
nesting season (May
15 – July 31); minimizing
habitat fragmentation; and
incorporating native forbs
into seed mixes used on
the property to benefit
pollinators.
Park Aspen's in the Fall.

ACTION 2.
Explore water-quality testing data and needs along Brush Creek.
Desired Outcome: Water-quality testing needs are identified and/or
long-term monitoring is encouraged.
Tracking Progress:
□ Explore past and current water-quality data collection along Brush
Creek and identify future needs.
□ Request that partners conduct water-quality assessments prior to
any major projects that may impact waterways.
□ Ensure data is collected and recorded by project sponsor(s) to enable
monitoring of any short- or long-term impacts.

ACTION 3.
Monitor aspen forest health and consider options to promote
regeneration in declining aspen stands as needed.
Desired Outcome: Aspen stands are in good functioning condition and/
or do not demand any management attention.
Tracking Progress:
□ Four of 17 aspen stands are in decline. Continue to monitor
these four small aspen stands to learn from their progression
and determine how, when and if active management actions
are warranted. Potential actions include herbivory protection,
competition reduction and/or mechanical root stimulation.
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ACTION 4.
Project specific monitoring, pre- and post- intervention.
Desired Outcome: Determine and mitigate potential impacts and track
long-term effects on wildlife, vegetation and management indicator
species.
Tracking Progress:
□ Prior to implementation of major habitat, recreation or infrastructure
development projects, targeted surveys should be completed by
project sponsor(s) to assess natural resource impacts of proposed
projects.
□ Post-project monitoring may be warranted to monitor success and
impacts.

ACTION 5.
Maintain and improve collaboration with area natural resource
managers and private landowners.

2011 Vegetation Transect

Desired Outcome: Reduced vectors for noxious weeds, reduced
fragmentation, effective habitat and movement corridors for large
mammals maintained, coordinated natural history interpretation and
impacts from water infrastructure projects minimized.
Tracking Progress:
□ Capitalize on opportunities as they arise, such as recommendations
from surrounding plans, studies and resource reports.
□ Maintain good communication and support efforts that cross
jurisdictional boundaries like forest health, seasonal closures, etc.
Temporary fence installation to protect
restoration planting at site of old ponds.
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ACTION 6.
Implement routine resource monitoring of wildlife, vegetation, riparian
and wetland resources.
Desired Outcome: OST practices an adaptive management approach on
open space properties and, through regular monitoring of resources,
is able to accumulate scientific information that informs decisions on
management actions to achieve desired outcomes over time.
Tracking Progress:
□ Refer to OST data protocols for methodology and Table 6 for
recommended monitoring intervals.

ACTION 7.
Continue to monitor recreational use.
Desired Outcome: Understand the amount and types of use on the Park
trails as well as compliance with seasonal closures and other rules and
regulations.
Tracking Progress:
□ Staff will follow the methodology established over the last few years
and evolve it as needed.
□ Trail use counts using Trafx counter data.
□ Three motion-triggered wildlife cameras placed in different locations.

Table 6. OST Recommended Monitoring Intervals

SKY MOUNTAIN PARK NATURAL RESOURCE MONITORING SCHEDULE
Parameter

Approximate
Interval

Method

Notes/Records

Budget
Implications

Vegetation baseline monitoring 10 years
(vegetation type map, floristic
inventory, noxious weed extent)

Aerial photography and/or field Originally completed in
observation
2011; map and inventory
were updated in 2018-19

Silverleaf Milkvetch

As needed

Targeted rare plant study

Completed in 2018

Vegetation transects

10 years

Monitoring of permanent 50m
transects following OST Data
Protocols

30 permanent transects
were established in 2011;
resampled in 2015

Fen Vegetation

5 years

Qualitative observation and
photo documentation

Completed in 2018

Brush Creek Geomorphology

10 years

Channel evolution monitoring,
aerial analysis or longitudinal
profile and cross sections

Completed 2017

Water-Quality Testing

TBD

Per State of Colorado standards TBD

Soil Moisture

Ongoing

AGCI soil moisture monitoring
stations

And associated tree/
vegetation surveys to be
completed by AGCI

Mammals, Raptors

5 years

TVES & camera grids, diurnal
and nocturnal surveys

Completed 2017, 2021

$$
$10,000 - $75,000

Songbirds

3 years

Avian point-transects

Completed 2017, 2021

$
<$10,000

$
<$10,000
TBD
$
<$10,000
$
<$10,000
$
<$10,000
$
<$10,000
Associated costs
included in
annual budget
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MAINTENANCE
ACTION 1.
Bi-annual maintenance of all singletrack trails including, but not limited
to: corridor trimming, sightline improvements, drainage improvements,
signage replacement/updates and other miscellaneous trail-related
needs.

ACTION 2.
Provide necessary maintenance to the existing, overgrown equestrian
and hiking loop trail on Upper North Mesa.

ACTION 3.
Remove old pump infrastructure and electric when no longer needed,
and remove old, broken sprinkler heads from pasture.

ACTION 4.
Annual maintenance of all paved trails including, but not limited to:
mowing of trail edges, sweeping, crack-sealing, volcano removal, signage
replacement/updates and other miscellaneous trail-related needs.

ACTION 5.
Bi-annual maintenance of soft-surface trail (shoulder of Brush Creek
Trail and pasture section of Cozyline Trail) including, but not limited to:
grading, compacting and adding more crusher fine material on an asneeded basis.

ACTION 6.
Provide necessary maintenance of all open space signage in and around
the Park. Any new signage will follow the 2014 Pitkin County OST Signage
Design Guidelines.

Skyline Ridge.
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Volunteers supporting trail maintenance.

5. IMPLEMENTATION
Working together with partners and volunteers, OST is directed to
implement the 2021 Management Plan efficiently and effectively.
Management actions, detailed in Section 4, will directly inform OST
work plans over time and provide ways of communicating progress
to the public, the Open Space and Trails Board and Board of County
Commissioners. The following tables provide timing, partners and
anticipated costs for the implementation of management and
maintenance actions identified in this plan.

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

Time frame

Passively maintain geomorphological integrity of Brush Creek

Budget
Implications

Ongoing

OST, TOSV

Short-term

OST, TOSV

$$

Short-term

OST, TOSV

$$

Explore opportunities to increase or establish a buffer

Short-term

OST, TOSV

Enhance old pasturelands with native sagebrush plant

Short- and
long-term

OST

Continue mechanical treatment of mature Gambel oak to

Short-term

OST, contractor or
Youth Corps

$$

Assess forest health across the Park and local landscape

Short-term

OST, USFS, CPW,
TOSV, COA, others

$$$

Control noxious weeds as required by the State of Colorado.

Ongoing

OST, TOSV, COA

Continue the elk hunting program/lottery at Sky Mountain

Ongoing

OST, CPW

NR.1 in conjunction with beaver activity.
NR.2 Restore old ponds to riparian habitat.
NR.3 Improve "at-risk" riparian and aquatic resources.
NR.4 between trails and sensitive aquatic resources.
NR.5 communities.

NR.6 improve wildlife habitat.

NR.7 to identify priorities for future forest-health improvement
projects.

NR.8

Partners

NR.9 Park with a modification to allow hunting from trails.

$

$
$$$

Associated costs
included in annual
budget
N/A

Anticipated investment approximately $200,000 to $320,000
KEY
$

<$10,000

$$

$10,000 - $75,000

$$$

>$75,000

Anticipated costs represent a range of possible
expenditure, subject to change over time.
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RECREATION MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

Time frame

Partners

R.1

Construct an additional route as close as possible to existing
Short-term
trails and roads to separate uphill from downhill mountain bike
traffic on Airline Trail.

OST, Airport

R.2

Install airport observation area and interpretive display.

Short-term

OST, Airport

R.3

Formally designate Deadline Trail as a downhill-only mountain
bike trail and install signage/update OST maps.

Immediate

OST

R.4

Implement Park closure from dusk to dawn.

Immediate

OST

Short-and
long-term

OST

R.5

Review best management practices and use patterns from
recreation providers and land managers addressing user
conflicts through separated use trails, directional trails,
alternating use days, and other strategies.

R.6

Install seating area made of natural materials at the top of
Viewline Trail.

Short-term

OST

R.7

Implement a policy to mandate use of certified weed-free hay
on equestrian trails.

Short-term

OST, TOSV, COA

R.8

Monitor the potential to provide a lower, singletrack
connection between Ditchline Trail and Cozyline Trail.

Long-term

OST

R.9

Acknowledge SMP in the context of greater, regional
trail connectivity and work with partners on future trail
improvements.

Long-term

OST, TOSV, COA,
USFS, BLM

Budget
Implications
$$$
$$
N/A
N/A
N/A
$
N/A
N/A
N/A

Anticipated investment approximately $95,000 to approximately $160,000

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
EO.1

Time frame

Partners

Budget
Implications

Implement a trail safety and etiquette campaign.

Routine
(annually)

TOSV, COA, OST

Provide interpretive signage to communicate restoration and

Routine
updates

OST

Increase joint coordination of OST notifications via text

Ongoing

TOSV, COA, OST

Coordinate public education opportunities such as birding hikes

Ongoing

OST, area nonprofits and program
providers

$

Ongoing

OST, area nonprofits and program
providers

$

EO.2 habitat improvement projects.

EO.3 messages and emails related to events.

EO.4 and other natural resource tours with RFC, ACES or similar
groups.

Encourage use of the Park among under-represented user

EO.5 groups and members of the community.

$
$
N/A

Anticipated investment approximately $40,000

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
AG.1

66

Cozy Point South will continue to be managed by the City
of Aspen's Cozy Point Ranch lessee. Responsibilities include
irrigation, crop production (currently hay) and noxious weed
control.

| Implementation

Time frame
Routine
(annually)

Partners

Budget
Implications

COA, OST
N/A

MONITORING AND STEWARDSHIP ACTIONS

Timeframe

Budget
Implications
Associated costs
included in annual
budget

Continue to support Aspen Global Change Institute (AGCI)

Annual

OST, ACGI

Explore water-quality testing data and needs along Brush

Short-term

OST, RFC, TOSV

Monitor aspen forest health and consider options to promote

Ongoing

OST, ACGI

As needed

OST, TOSV, COA

TBD

Maintain and improve collaboration with area natural resource Ongoing

OST, COA, TOSV,
CPW, USFS

N/A

Implement routine resource monitoring for wildlife,

Ongoing

OST, TOSV

Continue to monitor recreational use.

Routine
updates

OST

MS.1 monitoring stations.
MS.2 Creek.

MS.3 regeneration in declining aspen stands as needed.
MS.4 Project-specific monitoring, pre- and post- intervention.
MS.5 managers and private landowners.

MS.6 vegetation, riparian and wetland resources.
MS.7

Partners

N/A
N/A

See Table 6

Anticipated investment approximately $110,000 to $240,000

MAINTENANCE ACTIONS

Schedule

Partners

Bi-annual

OST, TOSV

M.1

Bi-annual maintenance of all singletrack trails including, but
not limited to: corridor trimming, sightline improvements,
drainage improvements, signage replacement/updates and
other miscellaneous trail-related needs.

M.2

Provide necessary maintenance to the existing, overgrown
equestrian and hiking loop trail on Upper North Mesa.

Short-term
(1-3 years)

OST, TOSV, Roaring
Fork Horse Council

M.3

Remove old pump infrastructure and electric when no longer
Ongoing
needed, and remove old, broken sprinkler heads from pasture.

OST, TOSV, COA

Annual

OST

M.4

Annual maintenance of all paved trails including, but not
limited to: mowing of trail edges, sweeping, crack-sealing,
volcano removal, signage replacement/updates and other
miscellaneous trail-related needs.

Bi-Annual

OST

M.5

Bi-annual maintenance of soft-surface trail (shoulder of Brush
Creek Trail and pasture section of Cozyline Trail) including, but
not limited to: grading, compacting and adding more crusher
fine material on an as-needed basis.

M.6

Provide necessary maintenance of all open space signage in
and around the Park. Any new signage will follow the 2014
Pitkin County OST Signage Design Guidelines.

Ongoing

OST

KEY
$

<$10,000

$$

$10,000 - $75,000

$$$

>$75,000

Budget
Implications

Associated costs
included in annual
maintenance
budget

Anticipated costs represent a range of possible
expenditure, subject to change over time.
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